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action without loss to Stockholders.
"The railroad's counsel say that to
dispose of the stock at present mar
ket conditions would be at a great
A LONG
sacrifice. If loss is incurred it will
lie as the result of wrongful action as
construed by the supreme court,
which has ordered this court to disACTION
pose of the stock within reasonable
time. Approval of either proposition
submitted probably would find the THE WISCONSIN SENATOR
PREATTORNEY GENERAL DISGUSTED
is now."
as
it
situation
just
ENTO
AN
PARES
TALK FOR
P.
AT DELAY IN U. P.-Judge Sanborn asked the attorney
TIRE WEEK
DISSOLUTION.
general what action he thought the
court should take. Mr. McReynolds
said the court should either appoint
THE
BILL
TARIFF
ABOUT
A
RECEIVER a receiver to
HE SUGGESTS
dispose of the stock or
should itself devise some' means of
HE HAS ENOUGH
AMENDMENTS
IF THAT PLAN IS NOT SATISFAC- disposing of. it.
proThe
'primary
proposed
plan
TO
SUBMIT
TO
CHANGE THE
TORY HE URGES JUDGES TO
vided for the sale of the stock by
WHOLE
ACT
A SCHEME.
DEVISE
popular subscription similar to city
while
proalternate
the
bonds,
plan
TO
OPPOSE
RAILROADS HAVE NEW ONE vided for placing the disfranchised REPUBLICANS
stock with a trustee and the issuance of certificates of interest against
THEY PROPOSE TO TRADE S. P.'S it. These certificates would be ex- SENATOR FENROSE WILL LEAD
FIGHT IN SENATE AGAINST
U. P. STOCK FOR PENNSYLchangeable only on the filing of an
affidavit that the holder did not own
VANIA'S B. & O.
DEMOCRATIC MEASURE
and Union Pacific stock.
the
of
Judge Lovett, chairman
St. Paul, Minn.; June 12. AttorWashington, June 12. Republican
in the senate are working
neys for the Union Pacific presented
leaders
(Continued on Paee Four)
at the opening of the dissolution hearhard in preparation for their fight
ing today' a new plan for the dispj-Bitioagainst tne democratic tai'itt dui now
of $38,000,00 worth of South- PERSHING FIGHTING
being rounded into shape for debate.
ern Pacific stock to the PennsylSenator Penrose, ranking republican
vania railroad in exchange for
member of the finance committee, is
ON OWN INITIATIVE
worth of Baltimore & Ohio
io lead the opposition on the floor afstock.
ter the bill is reported.
Union Pacific railroad attorneys apSenator Smith of Michigan is to
CONIS
GENERAL
BRIGAOIER
peared before' United States Circuit
lead
the fight against the sugar schedDUCTING ALONE HIS CAMJudges Sanborn, Hook, and Smith toSenator Smoot will command
and
ule,
IN
PHILIPPINES.
PAIGN
day and explained additional plans
the anti-frewool debate.
for disposing of the road's holdings
La
Senator
Follette, who has
12.
General
June
Washington,
of Southern Pacific stock. Attorney
to Major General amendments which amount practicalhas
Wood
cabled
General McReynolds, on behalf of the
Bell, commanding tfie Philippine di- ly to a new bill, plans to make a
government, expressed unalterable opvision, for an immediate report on speech that will extend over a week.
position to those plans, which he the
Majority members, of the finance
operations Brigadier General Persaid were "no plans at all but were
committee
resumed consideration of
Moros
the
shing Is conducting against
merely propositions of something they in the Jolo achipelago.
the metal schedule.
intended to try to do."
Free raw wool immediately and
The war department knows nothThe court adjourned without an
free
of
the
sugar in three years as endorsed
details
of
the
operations,
ing
Presiding as
nouncing any decision.
General Pershing has been given by President Wilson and adopted by
Judge Sanborn indicated that no or- a free hand to deal with the pruV the house, were approved today by
der might be expected until the at- lem of
disarming the Moros in his the majority members of the senate
torney general had decided whether own way, and the distance from
finance committee. " The action sus
the government would object to a
the Jolo capital, to Manila taining the administration on both
proposed exchange of part of the is so great and the communications pcjiedules was taken after amendholdings of Southern Pacific stock for so uncertain that reports from the ments to alter them had been voted
Baltimore and Ohio and this stock scene are very meager.
down.
held by the Pennsylvania railroad.
The committee voted, however, to
The general staff is considerably
The new plan proposed was supple- disturbed by the mention of the sul- leave open for the' present the time
mental to the two plans recently sub- tan of Jolo as leading the hostile at which the rates of the pew sched- mitted. The amount of stock involv- Moros, for it had been understood ules are to become effective, wheth-tha- t
ed in the exchange represents only
he had thrown his influence witl er at the enactment of the new tariff
That will be
14 per cent of the total Southern Pa- the Americans in the disarmament j law or at a later date.
'
.
determined after al1 tne schedules
cific stock. The present holdings of program.
-have been approved. ;An amend- the Union Pacific in Southern Pacific
ment for a duty of 15 per cent ad- common stock represent about
RAILROAD MAN DEAD
K.
12.
W.
;
McAllister, valorem on raw wool was beaten by
Denver, June
N. H. Loomis, of counsel for the general agent for the Southern Pact a vote not made public. The Stone
was unanimously in
Union Pacific, explained the proposi- fic Railroad company in Denver for subcommittee
no
of
favor
.,
duty.
this
the
that
morning
court.
died
He
here
to
the
said
tions
many years,
The sugar schedule was represent- Union Pacific did not guarantee to after an illness of only a few days
wiiuams
carry out either of the two principal McAllister had been connected wi' ed favorably by Senator
to
An amendment
subcommittee.
court
compa
even
Pacific
the
Southern
Railway
the
though
plans proposed,
tree
out
for
the
strike
provisions
approved both of them. If It should nv for 20 years. Death was due to,
was voieu
be found that to follow either of them ncniimonia. Tie was 67 vears of age. sugsr after three years
down.
jj
would involve too great a sacrifice to
"We acted on some amendments.'
the Union Pacific stockholders, the
said
Senator Simmons, chairman of
disposition of the stocks would be left GOKEZ WILLI BY
the committee, "but we are not go
to tho court.
ing to talk about them."
"How long a time do you think the
BE
PRESIDENT
TO
The majority also added the glass
Union Pacific should be given to disschedule approving a
pose of the stock?'' inquired Judge
amendment which increased the duty
Smith.
MAN WHO STARTED MEXICAN RE-- j on lmp0lished, 'cylinder, crown and
"I think the court should be liberal
VOLUTION THREE YEARS AGO
common window glass in small sizes
with us in the matter of time beTO TAKE THE FIELD
of a cent to one
from
cause of the present condition of the
cent a pound.
money market," replied Mr. Loomis.
El Paso, Tex.. June 12. There are;
He thought the railroad should have; marked evidences of renewed activi-- .
GUARD SHOT.
PENITENTIARY
one year in which to offer the stock ties among, the followers of Emilio
Canon City, Col., June 12. John
of
and complete the disposition of it.
Vasquez Gomez, whose revolutionary b. Russell, 45 years old, captain e
peni-thMcReynolds, in
state
at
the
with
Attorney General
the
connected
is
not
guards
night
the! propaganda
opposing the plans proposed by
constitutionalist movement. Eed:i tentiary here, was shot and instantly
he
j
at
said
that
regretted
Union Pacific,
cral mutineers under Maximo Castil-'- ; killed at daybreak this morning
that the roalroad had been unable tr lo, now in the field below Juarez! have La Veta by Conley Baldwin, whom
effect a deal whereby the Union Pa
raar,,,a rmoz'a rinitti ne attem pteu io arrest. nuBu
cific would acquire the Central Pa- to the
who is expected to die.
presidency, and an organization Baldwin,
who was sentenced for
cific, operating from Ogden to San committee is
Baldwin,
El
meeting regularly at
Francisco in exchange for its South- Paso.
burglary, recently escaped from a
was located at
ern Pacific Btock. '
The leader himself is expected here convict road gang and
would
Russell, acVeta..
He declared that this failure
In the meantime his political his home at La
soon.
marshal of
town
institute
the
to
the
by
government
compel
adherents are active in reorganizing companied
went to the
a
La
and
an expensive litigation to compel the
Veta
citizen,
the movement, which was launched TlnMiirln Vi,n oarlir thia momillg
Southern Pacific to relinquish it
just after the Madero revolution. Go- nu
wlMM1
..
....... na,d- iv ,
nit; DiiuuLing
holdover, the Central Pacific.
Inez imu nut uecu in uiu ncm
win refused to surrender.
annj.
Mr. McReynolds :thougbt the govhe proclaimed himself president and
ernment would not object to the prowas abadoned by General Inez Salazari
A SMOOTH GRAFT.
posed change, but he wanted to in- who
joined the federals. Emilio VasLos
various
of
the
the
Calif., June 12. PlayAngeles,
holdings
vestigate
Gomez's followers here assert
before making any definite quez
ing guide lo wealthy young men who
i roads
forces with his wanted to
statement.
He said he probably that he has joined
explore the secret places
Francisco
Dr.
Vasquez of New York Town netted Henry W.
brother,
could inform the court within three
who
escaped Sewells, aged 23, more than $75,000,
recently
Gomez,
or four days.
While the former haf according to the police, who arrested
Mexico.
from
"The time has come for the court
to order something done," said thc a popular following on account of his tne young man today on a New "Jerk
attorney general. "The Union Pa, Plan for land distribution, the physi- indictment. The specific charge is
cific does not. even guarantee to carry clan is said to retain much political j tilat gewells had robbed Howard
at the national capital. On ovettj Bon of j. willett, a wealthy New
out either of the two
plans
now before the court; it aska a ye?r count of their almost pure Indian Yorker, of $4,700 while on a sig'ut-bloothe Vasquez Gomez brothers seeing tour In New York. He denied
to try to accomplish one plan, pio
wiil
conditions
are
the charge.
permit
vided market
accepted by a larse element.
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Vancouver, B. C., June 12. Freddie
NEW YORK AND OTHER FINANWelsh, lightweight champion of the
CIAL CENTERS NOTICE IMBritish empire and Ray Campbell of
themselves
PROVED CONDITIONS.
announced
Seattle
ready
AWAY THE WATER
FEELING
to15
bout
here
their
round
for
today
night. Both weigb around the
Washington, June 12. Secretary
Serthe
At 12:45 o'clock this afternoon
Belgrade, Servia, June 12. The
mark. Welsh is the favorite at AicACoo today said that hia statevian government sent a note to tin? Canifield dam on the Las Vegas grant, the betting.
ment announcing that $500,000,000 of
Bulgarian government today propos- - which has been threatening to break
emergency currency would, be forths
of the armies! for the past few days, finally 'jave
iug that
should banks need it, was
coming
of Bulgaria and Servia be demobilized j way, allowing water to run through
made in response to numerous instructure. The breach, COMPETITION
to relieve the existing tension and the earth
STOPPED quiries from bankers, anxious to
to facilitate a settlement of the dif-- i however, amounted only to an area
know whether additional currency
ferences between the two govern- - of about one by one feet, out tne
BY
THE STEEL TRUST would be available for crop movements.
water gradually washed away the
ments.
dam until this afternoon it had cleared a space of about four- feet wide. GARY SAYS RIVALRY
Grey Hopes for Peace
New York Is Pleased.
EXISTED
London, June 12. Sir Edward Grey, Luckily no serious damage resulted.
New York, June 12. Secretary
BEFORE THE BIG COMBINE
the British foreign secretary, speakover-nigThe heavy rainfall of the past three
offer to issue
WAS COMPLETED
ing in the house of commons today, days filled the dam almost to the top
emergency currency completely surNona
expressed the hope that both Bulga- of the embankment. The water reachNew York, June 12. "Substantial prised the financial district.
of the bankers would express aa
ria and Servia would accept the of- ed within eight inches of the top.
Carbetween
the
existed
competition"
fer of Russian!; arbitration.
Although the outlet under the 1am, negie and Federal Steel companies at opinion as to the Bubject but it was
exto
was
He said it
impossible
which is six by three feet in dimen- the time they were acquired by the clear that the secretary's announcement was interpreted, even before
press too strongly the feelings of dis- sions, has been running continually, United States Steel
corporation.
appointment and disapproval the out- it was unable to prevent the water Judge Elbert H. Gary so testified on his explanatory statement today, as
an act to reassure the legitimate in.
break of a war between the Balkan rising. The pressure of the water on
today In the gov- terests of the
country, especially
allies would cause. It would, he con- one of the weak places in the struc ernments dissolution suit
against the those of mercantile and industrial
tinued, alienate the sympathy of Eu- ture was so great that the earth gave corporation.
character.
rope and involve the risk to the Bal- way.
"They were substantially in compeLocal bankers believe that the ofkan states of .loning all they had gainOn receiving notice of the break the tition, I don't want to minimize that, fer will have
v
the effect- - of releasing
ed in the war with Turkey.
Santa Ke Railway company sent out a especially In rails," was his testimony, large amounts of time money, in
was
string af cars loaded with coal to re "but when you consider the respec- which a severe etringency
WOMAN SERIOUSLY HURT.
scue the bridge that spans the Arroyo tive territory of the two there was threatening.
NO later than yesterDead wood, S. D., June 12. Mrs.
Pecos through which the water from not so much comeptition as would ap- day over-yea- r
money was utterly
of the
George Glover, daughter-:n-lathe dam ran. The Santa 'Fe feared pear."
In this
market, while the
lacking
was
Baker
late Mrs. Mary
Eddy,
one rates for four, five and six months
stream
as
the
but
that
added
a
rush
water,
Gary
during
of,
Judge
injured In an automobile ac- did not rise
rapidly the cars were period the Carnegie company sold hardened preceptibly.
cident on Spear Fish Hill, near here,
back
to Las Vegas.
rails In the Chicago district at $18 a
One effect of the proposed measThe machine in which Mrs. brought,
today.
ure
was a sharp rally In stocks today,
ton.
the
of
news
the
soon
as
as
Almost
Glover was riding became disordered
"I willingly admit," he said, "that and' stock exchange houses reported
of
crowd
a
Las
reached
of
Vegas
breach
ascent
on
the
and was stopped
this had a great effect on the Illinois a better Investment demand than at
people gathered at the Arroyo Pecos
the hill.
Steel company (a subsidiary of the any time since the recent depression.
but
come
down,
water
the
watch
The roadway at this point is very to
It forced the Illinois to tell No small part cf the Inquiry came
Federal.')
farrow and iMrt. Glover, stepping after waiting for several hours, they their rails below cost and they were from out of town sources, where the
at
nonot
from the rear of the car, did
finally left the place, disappointed
an
effect of Secretary MeAdoo's
tice the approach of Olaf Seim, who H'his nothing spectacular but decii!.'.!-l- fast getting into bankruptcy."
been reto
have
nouncement
appears
did
not
think
said
he
reJudge Gary
relieved.' Nothing serious can
was driving an automobile down the
ceived with greater encouragement
Seim's machine struck sult from the break, it is said, as the the Carnegie company made any prodeclevity.
in
rails
the
Chicago than In local circles.
Mrs. Glover in the back, hurling her water will not escape iii a sudden fit by selling
district.
is
was
read.
It
the
some distance from
rush. The pumping plant 'that
believed she was injured internally. stationed at the dam is under water,
COPS PLEAD GUILTY
but will not. suffer any serious damJune 12 Five susage, as one of the engines has been
AT San Francisco,
JUDGE GETS
are ' willing to
removed.
pended policemen
THE RAPID SPREAD OF
plead guilty to complicity with bunco
It has been several years since
LAWYERS
men if the sentence to be imposed on
BULLDOZING
exhibited
been
has
excitement
such
NEWS
ADVERTISING
their fellow officer, G. Frank Esola,
in Las Vegas, and every person who
of grand larceny in tha
convicted
break
the
news
of
spread
the
heard
arTELLS ATTORNEYS IN THE
same set of cases, can be lightened.
Many of the Household
it until the whole city was agog.
MURDER CASE THEY
ticles in daily use in pur homes,
District Attorney Fickeit said today
People were scattered, from the Santa
MUST
CALM DOWN A BIT.
in
Ideas
the
the offer had been made to him. It
perfected
many of
Fe depot to the Harvey dairy on the hill
has not been accepted.
wearing apparel, and much of
north of town, and from the Coors
Denver, June 12. District Judge C.
All five officers, while
to
the advanced thought in living
the
asserting
establishment
Lumber company
C. Butler, hearing the second trial
to plead guilty,
their
willingness
today would not now be benefitton of the hill east of the bridge
of Harold F. Kenwood, who is charg-- '' maintain their innocence to their per- ing humanity were it not for
that spans the Pecos.
ed with the murder, of George E.
in
newspapers
the advertising
It is probable that there will be Copeiand, today sternly arraigned the sonal friends as well as to counsel,
like The Optic.
little damage to the dam, engineers attorneys representing both the state They protest that, they will aslie ne
nor any statement impli
As a concrete example much
say, and consequently the structure and the defense. Judge Butler had confession,
to the point, a prominent manuelse,
anybody
cating
will be easily repaired. It can be put suffered what he called
"
In return for pleading guilty, tha
facturer and distributor of a
in condition to resist the attacks .of methods ' of examination-.- and .c'ross-- .
footform shoe for children a
more high water in case of more rain. examination M witnesses" for several five would receive six months' senfeshoe of special construction and
The amount of water in the dam s days, and this morning he dismissed tence instead ci the year, and all
features rebe
would
dropped.
estimated by a local engineer ;vas the jury from the court room and lony charges
r
A decision must' be reported today-ocently advertised in 20 of the
enough to cover 810 acres of land rebuked the attorneys.
Misacities
east,
the
will
of
date
to a, depth of one foot. Thus it may
principal
tomorrow, for Saturday
Word had come to the judge that
be seen that if the entire dam had certain witnesses, said to have been otherwise be set for the trial en
sissippi river for a period of
four weeks.
broken it might have resulted in the invaluable to the defense, had been masse of them all and Judge Dunna
At the end of that time he exwashing away of a number of bridges driven from town by some anony- will rule on Ksola's pending motion
and also the destruction of property. mous threats. The judge declared for a new trial.
perienced such a demand for
this shoe that he has been unThe portion of the dam that was the that if any attorney connected wit'a
able to fill his orders on time
weakest measured about 25 feet in the case was furthering such a prac
for many weeks.
TO INVESTIGATE FRISCO
width, and it was in this section that tice it must be stopped, jrla warnedt
The public who read his adthe break occurred. On either side the attorneys to discontinue examiWashington, June 12. A se.uCiiii
vertisements in an incredibly
the break stands hard ground which nation of witnesses in a loud voice,
into the financial operations ot ti
short time learned to its profit,
probably will not be washed away. and ordered them to stop "wnving" St. Louis and San Francisco rmlrc!
The workings belong to the Camlield their arms In the air during the exabout something that benefited
system in response lo a ttwiuin
Development company, and the part- amination.
It, something that filled a real
1
' "
of the ueuaia So to bo
The defense today spent its efforts
ly constructed dam is valued at apneed, and responded by practici
c
n
con
te
interstate
the
.
In an attempt to prove that IXenwood
proximately ?co,ooo.
ally doubling the manufacturer's-businessi
'which will go detih into t1 ' l
Eneineer Narramore. who is sta was acting in self defensa when he
i
i
'im
"
Fribi
the
tioned at the dam, said late this aft- fired the shots which killed Sylvester of
By this systematic series of
i
i
Island i
ernoon there is little danger of the L. Von Thul and Copeiand, a by- Rock
advertisements the producer,
i
i
t
'
f
t, l
structure being damaged. He said stander, JoyowLig an attempt en bare inside
the retailer, and the consumer
'
i
of ti H
chase
letters
recover
widenwas
to
structure
In
This
the
la
hole
the
part
one
helped.
jHlen.wood'3
were
just
r
l
nd i1
j
a so- 1'nois
case. There are hundreds like
ing gradually. It Is likely the hole which Mrs. John W. Springer
'
x
b
will he enlarged by the engineers ciety woman of this cily, bad written to leaf
It. ,
roads.
late this evening. The fact that the to Yon rhul.
PECOS ARROYO, HAVING FALLEN,
PROVES ABLE TO CARRY
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Wil-pow-

IE NCY

SHORTLY

THE CZAR OFFERS HIS SERVICES
IN BRINGING ABOUT GOOD
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Zam-boang-
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EliENCY

well-earne- d

e
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BEATS

ftfADOO TO ISSUE

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
Outweighed by
Denver, June
WILL AUTHORIZE $500,000,-00- 0
EARTHEN BARRIER
10 pounds, Harry Dell, of San FranIF NEEDED.
1
AND BULGARIAN TROOPS
O'CLOCK TODAY
BEFORE
cisco, outboxed and outfought Young
round
in
Erle.nborn, of Denver,
every
of their
bout here last night
TO HELP CROP MOVEMENT
LARGE
HOLE IS NOT
ALLIES MAY LOSE REWARD THE
decision.
and was given a
Dell was the aggressor from the jtart.
WAS
Erlenborn was in bad shape in the OFFICIAL EXPLAINS HIS ACTION
IT
TURAFTERNOON
VICTORY
THIS
LATE
OVER
FRUITS OF
last
few rounds and only good head
IN
BRIEF STATEMENT
ORDINAAN
TO
VANISH
LIKELY
OF
THE
SIZE
ABOUT
KEY
work saved him from a knockout.
WASHINGTON.
FROM
RY-SIZED
BODY
MAN'S
WITH INTERNAL STRIFE
DEMOBILIZATION

THREE-FOUHTH-

"

j

water in the Arroyo Pecos had fallen
greatly last night and today, will enable that stream to carry the water
released from the dam without danger to the property In the eastern
part of this city, it :8 stated. However, the people residing there expect
to be on the lookout all night.

CELL
SUGGESTS

n

seven-eighth-

CITY EDtTJON

"bull-dozing-

j

C

-

1

i

i

J

1

".AS

TWO

theeron, and charges for excess
paid therewith.
Both books carry redemption features to basis of net fares of various
lines, viz: 2y2 cents per mile on Santa Fe systems and Southern Pacific
company for $90 book, and 3 cent3
per mile on $1'0 book. Net fares of
certain smaller lines being 3 cents
per mile for either book; while a
few very short lines at present operating passenger business at a loss
have been allowed to charge local
fares. The manner of obtaining refund
and under what conditions such rebaft-gag- e

FRED

SENA

Fill

DIES

BULLET

VOID
WOUNDED IN GALLUP, AN ALBUMAN
SUCCUMBS
QUERQUE
AFTER RETURN HOME.

Albuquerque, N. M., June 12. Fred
O. Sena, 30 years old, who was shot
with a bullet from a rifle in Gallup
on the afternoon of June 1, died at
2 o'clock this morning at his home

in Albuquerque, 1521 South Third
street. Sena was shot by a bullet
believed to have been fired by Hays
A war
boy.
Upton, a
rant has been issued for young- Upton and instructions telegraphed to
Gallup to arrest him on a charge of
murder, bond being asked in the sum
of $3,000.
Together with a number of companions, Sena was returning to Gallup on the day of the shooting, after
having played a game of baseball at
Heaton. Some of the boys and men
became involved in a quarrel vlth
a relative of the Upton boy. Upton
secured a rifle and fired into the
crowd, striking Sena. It was at first
believed that the wound was not
dangerous. . Emergency treatment
was rendered in Gallup and after several days Sena was brought to hi?
home here. He failed steadily and
the end came early this morning. He
leaves a wife and small baby and a
number of other relatives.
Funeral serbices were held at 5
o'clock this afternoon in Strong
Brothers' chape'i, Rev. A. M.
S. J., officiating, burial being
a Santa Barbara cemtery.
District Attorney M. U. Vigil was
in Gallup at the time of the shooting and Investigated it thoroughly at
the time, making Inquiries of all
witnesses.

fund will be made, will be fully shown
on the contract or will be explained by
selling agents. Books should be on
sale at all principal points in New
Mexico on and after date effective, and
in the event any difficulty is encoun
tered in obtaining such books on or
after such date, or if any question
should arise as to honoring such scrip
by agents or conductors, which cannot be amicably settled with employes of railroad companies, we respect-
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Lively Suckers in Smith Meadov Aerial Waves, Instead of Springs,
Brook, Monticello. N. Y., Keep
at Present, May Move Hand
Families Awake.
on Dial.

The suckers in Smith meadow
brook, near here, have begun to gel
noisy again, and as a result families
nervous can'
"living near who are
sleep nights.
Early this spring Dewitt Olmstead
discovered the origin of a mysterious
"thumping" from the stream. He hid
at night in the bushes, where a dam
He watched
had been constructed.
the suckers as they came up the
stream and attempted to Jump over
the dam. Occasionally one would succeed, but others butted their heads
against the planking and fell back
into the stream below. Olmstead de
stroyed the dam and the nuisance was
abated.

The water has been unusually high
lately, so that the iron girders of the
Thompsonville bridge have been partThe fish ,in their rush
ly submerged.
to reach the spawning waters above,

are continually butting their heads
against the network of iron, and the
some distance
fully suggest that the matter be sound can be heard
away.
comthis
attention
to
of
the
brought
One family living near the bridge
mission for necessary adjustment.
moved away to escape the weird
Very respectfully,
noise. D. J. Carney, proprietor of the
COMM- - Monarch Printing company, says the
STATE CORPORATION
fish noise nuisance has wrecked his
SION...
nervous system.
By Hugh H. Williams, Chairman.
Thre sawmills along the stream
De Vargas Social Club' Incorporated
have shut down because the fish In
Articles of incorporation have been the races reduced the power and
filed with the corporation commission
clogged the machinery. Monticello
by the De Vargas Social and Dancin? (N. Y.) Dispatch to New York Press.
club, of Santa Fe, the headquarters
to be at the De Vargas hotel, and the "YOUTH IN CORKED BOTTLES"
statutory agent to be William M.
Gregg. The lnitltion fee is $1 and Social Investigator Speaks of the Need
of Exercise for Toiler of the
the club is organized to give dances
Cities.
and other social entertainments for
members and afford members free use
A widely known
investigator of
of billiard and pool room. Assessment some of life's darkest problems advomay be made on the membership by cates public baths and gymnasiums as
the' proper officers. The club is not a great means of bettering the recreation conditions.
organized for pecuniary gain. The in
"Why," she said, "I came along the
M.
William
are:
Gregg, Lower
corporators
East Side one day and saw a
Fred T. Gregg, Salem B. Cole, John line of men reaching out on the sideHunter, Herbert J. Mendenhall, Edw- walk before a certain building. I took
M.
W.
C.
M.
it for granted that this must be a
McClintock,
Ij. Safford,
1 could think of nothing
Rose, and Jim Ellis of Santa Fe; A. bread line;
to command such paless
than
that
J.
W.
and
F. Joseph, Ojo Caliente,
tient waiting. It was no bread line,
The
board
Arizona.
Hicks, Tombstone,
but a procession waiting for a chance
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
of directors are: William M. Gregg. to get into the public baths.
'
BROMO Quinine
LAXATIVE
Fred T. Gregg, Salem B. Cole, John
"If I were rich," she finished, "I
j .. ... ts.
Druggists refund money If It Hunter and W. M. Rose.
would give baths and physical exerE. W. GROVE'S sigmm. ro cure.
cise to the crowded parts of the city.
Regarding Assessing Valuations
One restaurant has taken the Initianature is on each box. 25c.
have
been
gleanfacts
The following
tive towards something which may be
ed regarding an assessment recently made beneficial under proper supermade in this state:
vision In the innovation of physical ex"In February the state board cf ercise at noon hour periods for peo- NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL 4
equalization, in the performance of It ple with cramped, unemotional lives.
You know you cannot put youth Into
duties, fixed the valuation of the propcorked bottles without expecting an
the
all
of
of
corporations
public
erty
Fanta Fe. N. M., June 12. The fol- like railroad, express and telegraph explosion somewhere." New York
Post.
lowing letter has been issued by the companies at the full actual value of
eti.in corporation commission for the the property.
A little later the legisPlayed Strenuous Football Then.
benefit and enlightenment of Iliopub lature directed that property should
In the twelfth century London en
ic on the subject of interchangeable be assessed for
clerk to
purposes of taxation joyed football.
tells how after dinmileage:
of that value, but still Thomas
at
of
ner the youths of the city would
State Corporation Commission
required the state board to ascertain "address themselves" to football.
New Mexico, Santa Fe, June 11.
and fix the full value. In March the These sportsmen were fastidious l.i
To whom it may concern:
state board, in the performance of this their way. The scholars of each
Regarding use of interchangeable duty, ordered that the values as fixed school had a ball peculiar to themmoney scrip for passenger transpor- in
February should stand as the actual selves, as had indeed most of the partation and for payment of excess bag- values of the property, and that, in ticular trades. The fathers of the
gage charges locally on all lines op- accordance with the statute these players, too, were "as youthful as the
youngest." For, "their natural heal
erating through and within the state pioperties should be assessed at
seeming to be revived at the sight of
Mexico.
oi New
of those values for purposes of so much agility," they sprang from
As information, and in order to re- taxation. This order was put in
plain their stands into the arena. In latex
move any
misunderstanding that and unmistakable language and sent days, too, the excitement of the game
may exist in this connection, we beg to the assessing officers in every conn has been known to infect the spectators. Somebody wrote of a game in
to respectfully advise that
ty. Notwithstanding this, in one coun- 1598: "These two men wer killed
money scrip coupon books, ty, at least, the assessor has apparentby Ould Gunter. Gunter"s sonnes and
in denominaforms S. A. and S.
ly first multiplied the full values fixed ye Gregories fell together by ye yeara
and $10, respectively,
tions of $!
Ould Gunter drewe his
by the board by three and then as- at football.
prescribed and authorized by this
of dagger and broke boothe their heades,
sessed the property at
for use on nil regularly char- that amount.
The soulless corpora- and they died boothe within a forttered steam railways operating with- tions are making violent obeections, night after."
in and through the state of Xew Mex- and
steps have been taken to have
Fish Fought to the Death.
ico, will be honored by all such lines, the error corrected. It is hoped that
A fight to the death between a large
3.
191
effective on and after June 14th,
no similar mistake has been mv'e oil shark and a monster jewfish was
for passenger transportation and for in
witnessed by visitors on the pier at
any other county in the state."
Santa Monica, Cal., the other day.
payment of excess baggage charges.
Mackerel fishing was good and several
The honoring carriers of such scrip
Take Plenty of Time to Eat
will be as follows:
There is a saying that "rapid eat- schools swam in the waters near the
If you have pier. Soon after the mackerel begat
Tbe Arizona an .New Mexico Rail- ing is slow suicide."
of eating too rapid- to bite a large oil shark put in an
habit
the
formed
way company.
are most likely suffering from appearance. Then a huge jewfish was
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa ly you
indigestion or constipation, which seen and the battle was on. For thirFe Railway company.
will result eventually in serious ill- ty minutes the battle waged and then
Th Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. ness unless corrected. Digestion be- their struggles grew weaker and finalgins in the mouth. Food should be ly ceased. A few minutes later the
Ritilway company coast lines.
thoroughly masticated and insalivat- body of the shark was seen floating
Pacific
Rock
and
Island
Chicago,
ed. Then when you have a fullness near the end of the pier dead. Later
Railway company.
of the stomach or feel dull and stupid the jewfish, almost dead, was washed
The Colorado and Southern Railway after eating, take one of Chamber- up on the sand near the pier. The
lain's Tablets. Many severe cases of jewfish measured about six feet in
company.
The shark measured more
The Denver and Rio Grande Rail-rea- stomach trouble and constipation have length.
been cured by the use of these tab- than seven feet.
company.
lets. They are easy to take and most
r'l Paso and Southwestern system. agreeable in effect. Sold by all dealTheir Choice, Not His.
Xew Mexican Central Railroad com- - ers.
A metropolitan matron once ventured to interrogate James Lane Aljany.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS.
len as to the reason for his state of
The Xew Mexico Midland Railway
12.
June
Tbe
Crookston, Minn.,
"Are you a bachelor from
celibacy.
company.
council of the United Commer- choice?" Bhe
"Yes," came
queried.
The Santa Fe, Raton and Eastern grand
cial Travelers, embracing the states the answer with .disconcerting promptRailroad company.
of North Dakota and Minnesota, as- ness from the famous author. "But
Southern Pacific company.
sembled for its annual meeting here isn't that er rather ungracious and
FaSt. I.oi'is, Rocky Mountain and
protested the fair inquistoday and will continue in session ungallant?"
r.;.::-- ay
company.
until the end of the week. The an- itor. The novelist smiled. "You must
ask the ladies," he suggested gently;
ua to honoring such scrip nual
!'
reports prepared for presenta:
within the Elate of New Mex-iic- , tion to the convention show the af- "it was their choice, not mine."
either of the scrip books mention- fairs of the order to be in a flourAdvance Without an Equal.
ed will be honored to Pecos and El ishing condition.
It is 234 years since La Salle built
The total memI aso, Texas, and to principal points
bership for the two states now ex- and launched the historic Griffin o:i
in Colorado and Arizona; the $90 ceeds 4,500, which represents a large the banks of the Niagara. This little
cockleshell was the first boat to be
look covering also the states of Utah, gain since the last convention.
constructed on the Great Lakes by
as
well
as
Nevada and California,
white men, and the first to navigate
Off
practically all other western states.
Your Rheumatism
Shake
tbe inland seas, on its voyage through
Now is the time to get rid of your
Tickets may be purchased with scrip
river and over lake. Today fully
cent
or it will be honored by conductors rheumatism. Try a twenty-fivof the total tonnage of
bottle
of
and
Liniment
Chamberlain's
on trains at- option of holder. Usual
see how quickly your rheumatic pains North America is contained in tbe
vessels that ply among tbe lake ports.
twu'tre allowances may be checked disappear. Sold by all dealers.

The coming use of wireless telegraphy in time regulation is giving the
clockmakers of England much to
speculate about at the present time,
remarks the New York Evening Post.
Some of them profess to see a coming age of workless clocks that is to
succeed this clockwork age, the one
we live in. That is to say, Instead of
each clock trying in its own small
way to keep exact step to the march
of the minute by means of its own little paraphernalia in pendulum, spring
and cog wheel, there will exist a system of master clocks, one in every
great center, taking the time from
Greenwich observatory, minute by1
minute, through wireless antennae,
and in turn passing it on to the community of neighboring clocks by other
electric apparatus.
This sounds almost as Jules Verne
like as leaving word with Greenwich
observatory to call one at 6: 30 o'clock.
The immediate question is rather that
of the extent to which a spark sent
cut to all points simultaneously would
benefit the keepers of accurate time.
If it were worth while, a student of
the subject says, it would be perfectly
feasible to regulate any number of
clocks within the wireless radius by
means of
spark impulses.
An English clockniaker lias already
carried out the scheme on a small
scale in his own home. All the clocks
in the house of F. O. Read of Chis-wicare run by sparks from a master
clock. The responding clocks should
rather be called indicators, for they
are nothing but dials and hands
'
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All Women's Wool Suits, Silk and Wool
Dresses, Wool Coats and Trimmed Millinery
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EXAMPLE OF DIFFERENT RULE
of Toledo Had a
Quick Reply for a Corporation Lawyer.

Mayor Sam Jones

Man-dalar- l,

-

Our

aa

over the renewal of
to the street railway company had already begun, and
the council had already granted it the
franchise it wished, renewed its priviyears,
leges for another twenty-fivMayor Brand Whitlock writes in the
American Magazine.
When Mayor JoneB vetoed the bill
the council prepared to pass it over
his veto and would have done so that
Monday night had It not been for two
men Mayor Jones and Negley D.
Cochran, the editor of the News-BeMr. Cochran, with his brilliant gift in
the writing of editorials, had called
out the whole populace, almost, to
attend the meeting of the council and
to protest.
The demonstration was so far effective that the council was too
frightened to pass the street railway
ordinance. The attorney for the street
railway company was there, and when
there was a lull in the noise he
sneered:
"I suppose, Mr. Mayor, that this Is
an example of government under the
golden rule?"
"No," replied Jones in a flash, "it is
an example of government under the
rule of gold."
The struggle

Nemo Corsets, Kaiser's Silk Gloves a.nd Hose. Wvinderhose
Catdet Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk,
Butterick Patterns and Publications, Thrt ads of all kinds, all Shoes.

the franchise grants

e
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GRADUATION AT WEST POINT

West Point, N. Y., June 12. Mem
bers of the class of 1913 of the Uni
ted States Military academy receiv
er their diplomas from the hands of

Colonel Clarence P. Townsley, superintendent of the academy, this mornMunicipal University,
On the platform were gathered
The municipal university is compar- ing.
atively new in this country, but is not Secretary of "War Garrison, Major
rare abroad. The university in Leip- General Leonard Wood, the chief of
zig is not a great German university, the general staff, and many other disbut is first and foremost the Univer- tinguished people in military and civil
sity of Leipzig a municipal institu- life.
tion.
The graduating exercises took place
The city of Hamburg is to follow in
at
10:30. The whole battalion, headthis path, having just completed
plans for a city university on a large ed by the military academy band,
scale, while many of the newer Eng- marched to the spot, in front of the
lish universities, although national old chapel which has marked the
in their aims and general character, scene of
graduation of every class
will endeavor to meet the special
since the institution was established.
needs of the industrial centers in
which they are located, and to that The program included music by the
extent will be municipal universities. band, a prayer by the chaplain, adUnited States Educational Commis- dresses by Secretary Garrison and
sioner P. P. Claxton is interested In several others, and the delivery of
this movement, and declares that it the diplomas
by Colonel Townsley.
should be watched by all interested in

Soutk5ideRfl3a

The graduating class numbered 92
members, representing 36 states of
the Union. Illinois led with six, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri and New
York had five each and Massachusetts and Pennsylvania four each.
The only foreigner in the class was
Demetrio Rafael del Castillo, Jr., a
young Cuban.
In accordance with established
Francis K. Newcomer of Washington, D. C, a son of Lieutenant Colonel Henry C. Newcomer, U. S. A.
Next in order of standing came Cadets G. R. Young of Montana, C. P.
Williams of Massachusetts, R. W.
Crawford, R. H. Putnam of Minnesota, W. B. Roseyear, Jr., of Michigan
and L. K. Underhill of California.
In accordance ith established custom the ten cadets of highest standing will go to the corps of engineers.
The remaining members of the class
will be assigned to the infantry and
other branches of the service.
cus-Cad-
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When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses

the bowels and puts the system in
good healthy condition. Price 50c
Sold by Central Drug Co.

No person need hesitate to take Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is in them. Foley
& Co.

guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities. They do not contain,
habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Coss
Drug Store.
Can't Keep It Secret
Stings or bites of Insects that
by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous. BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
by Central Drug Co.

education.

Set New Idea in Building.
K. Kimball, who provided
basic idea for modern caisson

Francis

the

foundation construction, entered the
employ of a builder at the age of fourteen, and has devoted his life to that
line of work. He stopped designing
and butfding to serve in the Civil
war, but has suffered no interruption
since. At one time he went to England, where he was engaged as supervising architect of Trinity college.
The caisson idea came to him while
erecting a building in New York.
Treacherous sands were encountered,
compelling him to seek a new method
for excavating for the foundation. His
career has been marked by originality, and he has overcome many obstacles In construction and established
many precedents in method. He is
a member of the New York chapter, of
the American Institute of Architects.
Projectile's
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Gain of Speed.

Experiments with improved instruments for measuring the velocity of
projectiles have shown that the speed
goes on increasing after the missile
has left the mouth of the cannon.
Leaving the muzzle with a velocity of
1,474 feet a second, a projectile has
been observed to increase its speed,
to 1,689 feet a second within the first
six feet. It is only after having traveled twenty-fivyards that the projectile's velocity becomes reduced to
tho speed it had on leaving the muzzle. This is ascrihod to the immilse
of the expanding gas being felt for
some distance beyond the cannou's
month.
e
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MAKING

INDIANS
GOOD

ON THE

AMOND
BASEBALL OFFERS A REBUTTAL
TO PASSING OF THE RED
MAN ARGUMENT

About the best rebuttal that can be
iramed for the often referred' to
"passing of the red man'' is the quartet of Indians now shining with considerable brilliancy In the major
leagues. The Indian may be passing,
but those mentioned here are, as far
as can be discerned, passing rapidly
forward in the national pastime, says
the Kansas City Star.
There are probably no more prominent figures in baseball today than
the Indians In the National and American leagues. John T. Meyers, better known to the bugs as Chief, '.he
formidable backstop of the Giants,
is likely the best known of them all
because he happens to be with the
team that is always followed witli
great interest, and because also ability as a batter is one of the assets
of the team and a matter of deep
concern to opposing pitchers.
Chief Bender of the Athletics, whosu
pitching has helped to win two championships and as many world championships for Connie Mack, is a big
figure, and James Thorpe and Geor?,s
Johnson have been added to the list
this year to add to the prestige of
the Indian in baseball.
Thorpe, who is the world's best athlete even i he has been stamped :s
a "professional", has not had a tlianee
to give much of an account of himaelf
in baseball, but George Johnson, who
is on the payroll of the Cincinnati
Reds, has proved his prowess as a
pitcher by winning practically all of
the games that Tinker's team has
amassed this year, among them being
one from the G?ants.
With the bugs the Indians are alAlthough Meyers has
ways popular.
been with the Giants for several seasons now, and one would think that
the crowd had become used to him,
he is always greeted with more or
less correct imitations of the
when he comes to bat. The
Chief BmileS at It. He probably never
emitted a warwhoop In his life, or
heard one except on the stage or in a
Wild West show, but at the ''lame
time he knows that the warwhoop
has the same relation to an Indian as
water to duck and therefore the greeting he gets when he comes to bat.
Meyers is a member of the old tri'jof Spanish Mission Indians of California. He is among other things a
graduate of Carlisle, a lover of crt
and one of the most dangerous batsmen in baseball. The Chief made his.
professional debut in the west.. He
played in the Northwest league for a
season with the Butte team, and his
ability to get home runs led to his
being drafted by St. Paul in the American association. He served there

IN SUCH PAIN

WHAN

TORE

HER CLOTHES
Testifies She Was Restored
to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham' s Vegetable
Compound.
" Lydia E.
's
Malone, N. Y.,
Vegetable Compound has cer- tamly aone me a lot
j of good. I first heard
I
of it when I was a
girl and I always, said
that it I ever had
trouble I would
Pink-ham-

lilifpii

le

take

"I

it

suffered from

organic

inflamma-

tion and would have
spells when I would
be in such pain that
I would tear my
clothes. One day my husband got the
neighbors in to see what the matter was
but they could not help me. My first
thought was for Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and I sent my husband out for it and took ituntil I was entirely cured. I am a woman of perfect
health and my health and happiness
came from Lydia E. Pinkham's medicine. You may rest assured that I do
all I can to recommend your wonderful
medicine to my frionds. " Mrs. Fred
Stone, Route No. 3, Malone, N. Y.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
.and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements, inflammation, ulceration.tumors.irregularities,
n
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dowdizziness,
feeling.flatulency.indigestion,
or nervous prostration. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the standard remedy for female ills.

and Improved until McGraw got hold
of him. When the Chief first came
to the Giants Roger Bresnahan wan
doing the backstopping, and the Chief
did not fit Into a regular job uutil
Roger went to St. Louis to manage
the Cardinals. Under the tutelage of
McGraw he had, however, made big
improvement and when the chance
came he was ready to fill a regular
place. Meyers has never broken any
records as a base runner, but he on
ly fell one hit shy of leading the Na
tional league in batting two years
ago and was right up among the first
few last year. He is always capatla
of hitting .300 or better.
Bender of the Athletics is not only
a star pitcher, but he Inherits much
of the craftiness of his race and has
used it to good advantage in base
ball. Bender, who is also known as
Chief in Philadelphia, is one of the
most dependable of Connie Macis's
hurling staff. Last season he expeiienced his first bad year in the game,
and it was due largely to his lack of
form that the Athletics failed to win
the pennant. But he is back in his
old stride this season and the Athle
tics likewise are upat the top again,
apparently intending to stay there.
Bender exemplifies his craftiness in
the manner in which he handles opposing batters. He is cool, deliberate
and stoical. He is exceptionally keen
eyed and seldom misses a chance to
get the better of a situation. He is a
mighty reliable pitcher under trying
circumstances. It was said after the
world's series between the Athletics
and Giants in 1911 that Bender by his
characteristic keen sightedneas had
caught on to the signals of McGraw's
team and that, by this means the
Athletics were enabled to forestall every move that was planned by the
Giants. Bender was on the coaching
lines a great deal through that series,
and it was claimed that he kept his
teammates posted on just what was
going to happen.
Jim Thorpe, whose Indian name is
Is a mem
and
Sac
tribe
Oklahoma
the
of
ber
not of the Sac and Fox tribes, as has
been repeatedly said. He owes his
presence in big league baseball to the
fact that he was "found out" in athletics. But if he has any regrets he
fails to show them. Thorpe has wonderful speed and lots of natural abil

ity. It may require several seasons
to make a finished player of him,
but McGraw is keeping him this season for the purpose of. developing him,
and it may be that he will be as big

star In baseball as he was In other
athletics while at the Carlisle school.
Johnson, the new Cincinnati spitball
Chippewa of
artist, is a
Minnesota. Since his advent into big
league bail he has made a record that
any veteran twirler might bo proud of.
ell is very deliberate in his delivery
of the ball, puts a reverse English
on the famous baseball maxim of "hit
'em where they ain't" by putting the
ball where the batter "ain't goin' to
hit."
a

d

No Substitute Could do This
No inferior substitute but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Walllch, Bartlett, JNeD., or nis
"I was
He says:
kidney trouble.
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rid of
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Vrosa Drug Store.
NEW YORK BANKERS AT. OTTAWA
Ottawa, Ontario, June 12. At the
invitation of the bankers of Canada
and in recognition pf the century of
peace between the two great coun
tries of North America, several hun-

LOOK

ALL

ALIKE

.TO THE KRUPP
CONGER
GERMAN FIRM WILL MAKE ARMAMENT FOR ANY COUNTRY
THAT WILL PAY.

"The more the British empire expands, the more the Chamberlains
contract." In ail the controversy
over the Boer war no more biting
sentence was uttered than this epigram commenting on the activities
of the great Birmingham
firm oL
Kynoch's, with which the Chamberlain family is so closely connected.
The question of the public respon- sibllities of manufacturers of guns
and ammunition has come to the
front again lately through the Krupp
reve'iations. The exposures made
by Herr Liebknecht have shown what
conceptions of patriotism animates
German makers of war material. Does
a similar philosophy inspire thosa
who are engaged in the same busi
ness in other lands? Perhaps it would
be as well if in every country the
friends of peace wou'id give special
attention to this matter now that
public interest in it has been aroused.
In England1 the task of inquiry haa
been undertaken by the Daily News.
Its parliamentary correspondent, "P.
W W. " (Philip Whitwell Wilson), is
writing during the recess a series of
articles dealing with the finance,
activities, and methods of the great
armament firms in this country. He
introduces the subject by showing
that it can be considered with perfect impartiality as far as the political parties are concerned. Two peers
at least who. sit on tne libera'! side
in the house of lords, Lord Abercon-waand Lord Pirrie, are connected
with the armament industry. Distinguished unionists like Earl Grey, Alfred Littleton, and Stuart Wortley
have similar associations.
No
Prejudice.
.A point on which Mr. Wilson lays
special stress is that these companies show a remarkable freedom
from
prejudices. They
are perfectly wil'iing- to dispose of
their wares to any customer. Pay
your money, and you will get your
gun or your battleship, whoever you
may be. The typical British attitude
toward outsiders used to be represented thus: "Here's a foreigner.
Let's heave a brick at him." In these
unbiased times the foreigner wou'id
find English brickmakers willing
for a consideration to supply him
with bricks to heave back. How gen.
erouBly the services of armament
makers are offered to the world at
large may he Inferred from the list
of foreign decorations worn by Sir
Andrew Nob'ie,. the chairman of the
firm of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whit-wort-h
& Co.
He has received not
C.
from the crown, but
B.
K.
a
only
knighthoods or other distinctions
from Italy, Spain, Portugal, Turkey,
Brazil, China and Japan. Presumably these honors have been conferred not so much in recognition of his
scientific eminence as in connection
with business transactions that have
taken place during the fifty years of
his association with the Armstrong
firm.
The most bellicose Jingo seems
to find nothing objectionable in such
catholicy. Those who regard with
of Engsuspicion the
lishmen with foreigners for the promotion of peace and arbitration have
no censure for the practice of Englishmen selling to foreign powers
weapons that may some day be used
y

n

anti-foreig-

against us. A question on this subject was put to the first 'lord of the
admiralty in the house of commons
in 1908. lie was asked whether he
would make a condition of the retention of firms upon the list of contractors to the admiralty that they
would undertake to insert in all contracts for the construction of ships
j of war for any foreign power a pro
vision that, in the event of such
power desiring to sell any such warship, it should be first offered to the
majesty's government No doubt what
the questioner had In mind was the
possibility of a battleship being built
for a power like Brazil or Chili, and
being so'id by that power to a European enemy of Great Britain on
the outbreak of war. But, of course,
the first lord of the admiralty answered that no such condition could
be inserted in contracts. "Once a
ship built in this country has been
delivered to the foreign, country to
which it belongs, the contractor
would have no means of enforcing
against such foreign power the provision suggested."
He might have added that, if it
had been possible to enforce such a
condition, no foreign power would
place in the hands of a British manufacturer a contract for a battleship
whose future was thus handicapped.
And It must be supposed that vessels
built for such countries as those I
have named would he a negligible
factor If transferred to the navy of
a European power. Only last year
Sir Andrew Noble told his shareholders that the Monarch was the
largest and most powerful battleship
the Armstrongs had built for the
British government, but that the Brazilian Rio and the Chilian Valparaiso,
then under construction, were both
larger and more powerful.
The Situation Summed Up.
So the present situation is correct-
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The Brilliant Stars of June
Bv the end of .Tune. Mars. Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs. .colds, croup and
whooping couch. A cold In .Tune Is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not if
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

Drug Store.

ly summed up by P. W. Wilson, when
he says: "if I take a rifle in hand
and fight for Russia
against tne
Indian army, I am, as a British subject, guilty of high treason. But if
I sell rifles to Russia, knowing that,
in the event of war, they will be used
against India, I am perfectly within
my rights as a loyal subject of the

crown."
Membership in a firm engaged in
the manufacture of armaments for
foreign powers appears to be recognized as a suitable career for retired
government officials who have had
access to state secrets. For example,
Sir George Murray, a privy councillor, retired in 1911, with a pension
from the post of permanent secro
tary to the treasury, which he had
held for eight years. He then joined
the board of Armstrong's as one of
its directors. Another member of
the same board is Rear Admira'i Sir
Charles Langdale Ottley, who haa
held the office of director of naval
Intelligence and secretary to the committee of imperial defence a body
which is described as "the most august and the most confidential military and naval tribunal in the empire." Sir Charles Ottley, although
his period of official service is over,
is still only 57 years of age, so he
may reasonably hope to have several
years to devote to the assistance of
a firm which supplies munitions of
war to foreign and potentially hostile governments.
Similarly the present managing director of the Coventry Ordnance Works is Rear Admiral
Reginald H. S. Bacon, aged 50, who
was captain of the Dreadnaught during her first commission, and has
since been, director of naval ordnance
and torpedoes. It has been publicly
0
stated that the firm pays him
a year, or $10,000 a year more
than the salary of the prime minister. He is concurrently entitled to
a pension from the nation. The desirability of such engagements has
also been the subject of a question
in the house, to which Mr. Asquith
replied that they did not adversely
affect publio interests, and that there
was, accordingly, no reason to interfere with the discretion of the persons concerned as regards their acceptance of such appointments.
Again, one is indebted to P. W.
of
Wilson for a happy summing-uthe net result of these conditions.
"Able officials," he says, "will feel H
liberty to look forward to, and, when
the time comes to accept positions
in armament firms, this without loss
of pension, and the friendly
between the companies and the
gobernment wi'il be crmented. The
have
personal
departments will
friends in the companies, and vice
versa."
If the pubiic is awaitened to the
gravity of this scandal, more is likely
to be heard of a proposal made yes- terday by Lruly nanow ai tne annual
meeting of the peace society, held in
the Mansion house, under the chairmanship of the lord mayor. She suggested that the work of the construction of armaments should be taken
over altogether by the government.
Presumably this change wou'id have
to be accompanied by a law prohibiting the manufacture of ordnance or
vessels of war 'within the United
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able conditions just described would
not be removed. The advantage of
Lady Barlow's suggestion is that one
present Incentive to panics and scares
would be got rid of, inasmuch as it
would eliminate the factor of a powerful vested interest which today
finds profit In the encouragement of
militarist tendencies. The enlargement of the dockyards or the taking
over of. private armament
plants
would not, of course, diminish the
number of employes whose votes are
given at e'lections on the side of the
aggressive policy. But a great deal
would be gained by making it no
longer possible for private persons
to increase their incomes, whether as
directors or shareholders, through the
fostering of a warlike spirit. When
panics cease to bring bigger dividends to great business firms, the
task of keeping the peace will be appreciably easier.
Meanwhile, the friends of peace
may take a grain of encouragement
from a remark made a day or two
ago by Felix Moscheles, the veteran
artist. The progress made by the
peace movement could be gauged, he
thought, by the change in the epithets used against its votaries. When
he began crusading for peace, his
friends used to say he was a lunatic. Later he was dubbed a crank,
and afterward a dreamer. Nowadays they simply call him an optimist.
London Letter in New York Post.
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Sunday School and the Great Commission," and for eight days Sunday
school specialists from all parts of
the world will give their thought to
the consideration of the problems of
"The Sunday School Conquest of the
World."
One of the strong features of the
convention will be the Sunday school
roll call of nations, with
responses from representatives of 40
countries. ' A choir of 300 voices under the leadership of Professor A. J.
Bucher of Cincinnati will be another
feature. For the convention concert
the Tonhalie Zurich Symphony orchestra of 42 pieces, one of the finest In
all
Europe, will contribute to the
program.
Americans who will appear on the
program as speakers include Bishops
Vincent Neulsen and Hartzell, H., J.
Heinz of Pittsburgh, Dr. H. M. Hamill
of Nashville,
Frank L. Brown of
Brooklyn, Dr. M. G. Brumbaugh of
Philadelphia, Miss Anna Jarvls of
Philadelphia and E. K. Warren of
Three Oaks, Mich.

HOSPITALITY FOR
TEACHERS IS
ASSURED
SALT LAKE CITY WILL SEE THAT
THEY
ARE
COMFORTABLY
HOUSED AND WELL FED

Salt Lake City, June 12. Proprietors of the many hotels in this city
have signed an agreement not to increase rates for the National Education association convention, which,
will be held here July
Private
homes and boarding houses will be
thrown open to convention visitors.
It is the aim of the Utah executive
committee of the N. E. A. and citizens
generally to entertain this gathering
the largest convention in America
without having a single Instance of
overcharging or extortion.
One of the first moves of the local
committee was to look after hotel accommodations for the delegates and
their friends. It is expected that 10,- 000 visitors will be in Salt Lake City
the week of the convention. The hotel managers readily agreed not to
raise prices and it was determined
that with the number and size of the
Katharine L. Norton. New Bedford hotels and the boarding houses and
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lodging available.
across mv back, with a burning and
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I
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Salt Lake City is working with the
and sure.
ated. I recommend Foley Kidney idea of having the 1913 N. E. A. con"
EYir
backache. rheumatism
Plllj
vention regarded as a model convenlumbago, and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O tion and this as a model convention
Cross Drug city.
G. Schaefer and
Red
The enormous Mormon taberStore.
nacle, with a seating capacity of
and its extraordinary acoustics,
FIGHT FOR A GIRL
will house the general sessions of the
A
real prize convention. The various
Salina, Kan., June 12.
buildings of
fight, pulled off to decide who was en the Latter
Day Saints university, the
titled to the love of a Gypsum girl
Hotel Utah and public halls and gathis told by residents of Gypsum. The
ering
places all within a short disstory reads much like the romances tance of Temple
Square "where the
of the days when knighthood was in
tabernacle is situated have
been
flower.
at the disposal of the commitplaced
A prominent young man of Gypsum
tees for the departmental meetings
had for some time kept company of the
convention.
with a Gypsum girl, very pretty and
Activities of the convention will cen
well kown.
ter about the tabernaclfc. The Hotel
A short time ago there drifted into
which will he the general conUtah,
Gypsum a stranger from the western vention
headquarters, is the large t
part of Kansas. He was enraptured In the
and is one of the famous
city
with the girl and sought her favor and hotels
of the country. Information
partly succeeded.
bureaus will be opsned in the Hotel
Things waxed hot then. The young
all the railway stations and the
Utah,
man of Gypsum did not like it much
Commercial club. Official N. E. A.
but he did not talk. The young man
guides will meet all ra!ns.
from the west did talk. He told
friends what would happen to the
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Gypsum boy if he got excited about it
Diarrhoea Remedy
and predicted all sorts of dire results.
Every family without exception
The result was an agreement to should keep this preparation at hand
sumfight it out. The fight as planned was during the hot weather of the
Colic,
to be a regular ring battle and the mer months. Chamberlain's
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
field selected was in a pasture lot, a worth
many times its cost when need
short distance from Gypsum,
ed and is almost certain to be needed
The battle was set for Thursday before the summer is over. It has no
for the purposes for which it
night. All the sports of Gypsum went superior
now. For sale by
is intended.
to see the affair. There were so many all dealers. Buy it
automobiles that they formed about
in a ring, in the center of which was
RAIL HEADS WANT RAISE.
the battlefield. The lights of the au
Boston, June 12. At the Invitation
tomobiles lighted the place brilliantly of the Boston Chamber of Commerce
and everything was lovely.
the presidents of three of the largThe participants in the battle had est railroad systems of the east came
their seconds and there was a referee to Boston today to present to New
An agreement was made that
the England shippers arguments in supfight should go two rounds.
port of their plan for a slight genIt didn't last long. The Gypsum boy eral advance in freight rates. The
though no talker, was a fighter, and in three presidents were W. C. Brown
a short time he had delivered a clean of the New York Central, Samuel Rea
knockout to his western Kansas ad- of the Pennsylvania, and Daniel
of the Baltimore & Ohio. It is
versary. The fight ended.
The western Kansas lad was game the Intention of the railroads to ask
then and declared he had been whip- the interstate commerce commission
ped fairly, apologized and shook for authority to make a general 5
hands with the Gypsum boy. Tho per cent raise in freight rates in the
Gypsum boy was declared victor by territory east of the Mississippi river
the referee and the battle ended and, and north of the Baltimore & Ohio
road. Befpre making the request to
according to reports, everything is now
the commission the railroad execuprogressing peacefully.
tives hope to convince the shippers
When the baby is suffering the dou- that the increased revenue is essenble affliction of hot weather and bow- tial to the malntenave and prosel disorders, the remedy needed is perity of the roads.
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces
the feverish condition, corrects the
A substitute medlcir.e is never for
stomach and checks looseness of the
Never be
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle the benefit of the buyer.
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Sold by Central Drug Co.
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
DAIRY OFFICIALS MEET.
persons. It is prompt and effective.
Bismarck, N. I)., June 12. The It comes in a yellow package, with
Northwestern
Association of Dairy beehive on carton. It contains no
Officials and Instructors, which alms opiates. Take no substitute for FoO.
to bring about the general advance- ley's Honey and Tar Compound.
G. Schaefer and
Red Cross
Drug
ment of the dairy interests of the Store.
northwest and. the adoption of uniform laws and regulations to govern
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVORERS.
the industry, began its annual conDallas, Tex., June 12 Ic!fv i,
vention in this city today with dairy from ciiir-and town's throudio
commissioners and others in attend Texas poured into Dallas today to ;
ance from Wisconsin, Iowa, Mon- tend the annua! state convention
tana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, the Christian Endeavor union. T
Utah, Minnesota and the Dakotas. formal opening takes place in t
Practical discussions will engage the First Frenbyterian
ctv'-rcimU:
attention of the association for two and the business ees'Ics n 1
days. The officers in charge of he iious meetings will c:';r "
convention are President, J. G. Wink-jer- , gram over the nest three 1)3
dairy and food commissioner of Chaplain S. C. Ram dn, ti. I:
I
Minnesota; Vice President James II. Dr. J. D. Doudit of Kansas
Wallis. dairy and food commissioner maim, international fi H k '
1
of Idaho, and Secretary G. L. Martin, and a number of
'
1
of the North Dakota agricultural
workers of wiJ
among the scheduled fj
five-minut- e
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DELEGATES OFF FOR ZURICH
of
June 12. Hundreds
Boston,
Sunday school workers thronged the
White Star line docks today and gave
an enthusiastic "bon voyage" to the
steamship Caponic as she steamed
away for Europe carrying the main
body of the American delegates to
the World's Sunday School conven
tion which is to be held next month
in Zurich,
Switzerland. Four hun- on the
sailed
Canopic,
delegates
which was specially chartered for the
trip. Nearly all of the states and
several of the Canadian
provinces
were represented in the party.
The Canopic party, though it is
the largest single party of American
delegates and includes nearly all or
the Sunday school association officials, represents only a comparatively
small part of the whole army of
American
delegates who will attend
the Zurich convention. Other parties

representing the United States are
scheduled to sail later in the mouth
from New York,
Philadelphia and
Pcston, while two large parties of
Canadian delegates are to depart from
Montreal, the first sailing next Sat
urday and the second on Saturday
week. It is estimated that the total
number of Americans at the convention will be not less than two thousand.
The convention at Zurich will he
tho seventh great gathering cf its
kind that has been held under the
auspices of the World's Sunday
School association. Marion Lawrence
of Toledo, O., who Is the general sec
rotary of the World's association,
states that all indications point to a
largef attendance than at any of the
previous conventions. Every country
of Europe has promised a large rep
resentation.
The convention will have its for
mal opening on July 8. The program
will have for its general theme: "The
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pansion. Thus oil strain an.i
and.
the nerves and ligaments is avoided,
In place of a period of discomfort and consequent dread, It is a season ot calm repose
and Joyful expectation.
There is no nausea, no morning sickness, no nervous twitching, none of that
constant strain known to so many women,
hence Mother's Friend Is really one of the
greatest blessings that could be devised.
This splendid and certain remedy can be
tad of any dniftRlst at $1.00 a bottle, and
Is sure to prove of Inestimable value, not
health
only upon the mother, but upon the
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IRRIGATION
PLANTS ARE PROPELLED BY THE ZEPHYRS
AND DO GOOD WORK.
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FORM
While the democrat administration
'is busy trying to rid the country of
one form of protection it is being urg
ed to Institute another, which could
scarcely prove less objectionable. The
independent tobacco companies arc
clamoring for a penalty in the form
of increased taxes in proportion to
output on the trust output.
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RUIN BIO STATE
VIEWS
MAN GIVES
LOUISIANA
BEFORE LOBBY INVESTIGAT
ING COMMITTEE

Washington, Jue 3 2. Paul Christian, secretary of the Louisiana Sugar
i'hiiners' offices in Washington, testi-ti before the lobby committee today
that all industries in Louisiana were
tciniiml to join in writing to iresi-tj.-n- l
Wilson what, disaster they be-ln-l would follow the free admission
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New York, June
The strong
tone of the morning trading was associated with Secretary McAdoo's announcement that he would sanction
the issuance of emergency currency.
The secretary's action was regarded
as reassuring by bull operators, who
took, hold of stockp with enthusiasm
and drove the bears to cover.
12.

"Doit
Electrically1

Suspension of foreign selling was
another help to the market, and although there was some skepticism as
to the stability of the advance, prices
went up resolutely. Buying was varied with the bulk of the purchases
in well known dividend shares. Toto 3
day's rise put the list from 1
points above the level reached on
the recovery from Tuesday's slump.
New Haven was the one weak spot.
It broke three points to 99, a new
low record. The break in this stock
to below par checked the buying and
caused a slight reaction. Bonds were
irregular.
Southern Pacific mounted rapidly
on the proposal to exchange the
Union Pacific's holdings of Southern
Pacific for Pennsylvania's interest in
that line, and both Baltimore and
Ohio and Southern Pacific were quoed
at 02 when the announcement was
Southern Pacific
made, and altb-'gto 94, Baltimore
went immedl
and Ohio diu A improve. The move
gave a stimulus to the forward movement of the market. Canadian Pacific
rose to 217 making up all of yesterday's loss; Union Pacific touched 142
and leading stocks generally, showed
gains of 2 to 3 points. Prices afterto 1
wards slipped back from
the latter in Southern Pacific.
Brisk buying of Union Pacific resulted from the favorable reception
in the street of the proposition to
turn over a portion of its Southern
Pacific holdings in Pennsylvania, and
this rise in stock reached five points.
Purchases of an urgent character by
the short interest pushed the balance
of the list still higher. Reading rose
3
and Amalgamated, Smelting and
Steel 3 points.
The market closed strong. An ir
resistible wave of buying orders late
in the day carried up prices ina t iy
that swept the bears off their feet.
Buying to cover by the shorts and
investment purchases kept the market
Canadian Pacific
on the upgrade.
soared cexen points; Union Paeifi? C;
Southern Pacific
Lehigh Valley
Reading and Interborough 4; and viiv
tually every other active stock 3
points or more. The last sales were
as follows:
65
Amalgamated Copper
100
Sugar
Atchison
., .
95';
155
Reading
93
Southern Pacific' ...
143
Union Pacific
F.3
United States Steel
104
United States Steel, pfd

One)
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board, explained to the court that it
would be impossible to carry out the
Wichita, Kans., June 12. John first plan at the present time owing
E. Walker, secretary of the state to market conditions all over the
board of irrigation
editor world, but he thought the second
and
of the Osborne Farmer of Os- plan could be consummated In a much
borne, Kans.,was in Wichita yester- shorter time.
day on his way to Topeka from a
meriting of the board at Garden City.
Pennsylvania to Give Up B. and O.
He ia to
confer with Governor
Philadelphia, June 12. PennsylvaHodges.
nia railroad officials confirmed today
The state irrigation board is a new the statement that an arrangement
institution, having been created at had been entered into for the exthe last session of the legislature. Its
change of the company's holdings of
object Is to accomplish something Baltimore and Ohio railroad stock for
in the way of irrigation for tlie set$38,000,000 worth of the Southern Patlers of western Kansas. The dis
cific stock owned by Union Pacific.
trict in which the board operates It was stated that the exchange, if
comprises al'i the land in the state
the court, would be
west of the 100th meridian and the approved by
made on the basis of the relative marcounties it runs through, numbering
ket value of Baltimore and Ohio and
31.
Pacific stock.
"The board organized in April and Southern
was stated that the Pennsylvania
It
in an experimental stage," said
in the manMr. Walker. "We have no traditions had no Interest whatever
Pacific and
Southern
of
the
agement
to follow and are therefore proceedis
the
that
purely a
arrangement
we
as
to
do not wish
make
ing slowly,
to
the
business
one,
prevent
designed
mistakes. The trouble with former
an
such
of
market
on
the
throwing
attempts has been that they were
Pacific
on too gigantic a scale to be of bene- immense, block of Southern
fit to the small farmer. At Deerfield stock.
In financial circles the deal Is lookI saw the plant which the governon as a relinquishment by the
ed
ment invested a million dollars in. It
stands there in idleness. They es Pennsylvania of all the interest in
tablished irrigation plants that were the Baltimore and Ohio company. Ac
out of the reach of the poor settler. cording to the last annual report of
"Our work is to select sites for the Pennsylvania Railroad company,
experimental stations, and the county it held 142,736 shares of preferred
commissioners then put down wells stock of the Baltimore and Ohio with
on the site," continued Mr. Walker. a' par value of $14,273,600, and 57,250
"If sufficient water is found, the shares of common with a par value of
county then deeds the land to the $5,725,000.
Including the Pennsylvastate. The board then establishes an nia company, which controls lines
experimental plant there and raises west of Pittsburgh, the Pennsylvania
grains, fruits and vegetables of ail Interests own about 1:1.000.000 of Balkinds. The land out there will pro- timore and Ohio stock.
duce everything. The soil is so rhh
The Pennsylvania
Railway comthat If it were placed on trains and pany in a statement says:
hauled back to Iowa and put on the
"The arrangement is, subject to the
land there it would ac as a fertil- approval of the cour', that the comizer. The only drawback is the lack mon stock of the Baltimore & Ohio
of moisture. Not enough falls from railroad held
by the Pennsylvania
above.
There is an abundance of railroad would be sold at par and
it below. Therefore if we can demon- the preferred stock at $S0 per share,
strate that it can be lifted and put and the Southern Pacific stock to be
on the surface and made to raise
purchased at par. ..
stuff at a profit we will have made
"The whole transaction will ina success.
volve the transfer to the Pennsyl"The pumping plants are out of the vania of 382,294 shares of stock of
question for the poor settler. They the Southern Pacific company and
cost 'too much.
Our idea is to in- will represent the del've-- y by the
terest the settler in windmill propoPennsylvania railroad to the Union
sitions. He can dig hitr own reser- Pacific of the entire holdings of the
voir and his plant will cost him only
Pennsylvania railroad system in the
the price of the mill. If we can stock of the Baltimore & Ohio raildemonstrate that the settler can put road."
in two or three windmills and create
an oasis in that barren country and
Wall Street Not Surprised.
make his living from the stuff he
New York, June 12 Wall street upnwie
can raise from it, the problem is had been
hearing for some time of
solved.
He will grow from that to a
plan to offer part of the Union
the pumping plant. The pumping Hacific's
holdings in Southern Paplants cost from $1,500 up, whi'e the cific to the Pennsylvania road for the
windmill plants cost practically noth- mtter's
holdings in Baltimore & Ohio.
ing for upkeep or power.
Local representatives of the Penn"I know of one windmill proposisylvania disclaim any Idea of the estion in Scott county where 10 mills tablishment
of a
are irrigating 53 acres of alfalfa. The road should the Southern Pacific
alfalfa is being raised at a good' stock be acquired.
It was pointed
profit. If we can get the settlers in- out that even were this desirable the
terested in these mill p'ants we can physical means would still be lack-ihi'
benefit them.
Pennsylvania, farthest westone
site ern
"The board has accepted
its
connection, even through
at Dighton, Lane county. The first leased lines, is many hundreds of
experimental plants will be estab- miles away from th? Southern Palished therea
cific's nearest eastern point.

Trumin G. Palmer, secretary of the
States Beet Sugar industry,
testified he had been in Washington
since 1002, when he came here' to
oppose" the' Cuban reciprocity bill.
Palmer gave a long list of beet
sugar men, whose object is the pro"The Creator never made that rich
motion if Ihe beet sugar industry-ParVf the work of "promotion" was soil and that beautiful rolling counto look after legislation, he said.
try for nothing. It is up to man to
discover a way to lift the underflow
Faked Government Document.
water to the surface and make it prosecTruman G. Palmer, Washington duce at a profit," concluded the
board.
of
the
States
United
retary
representative of the
beet sugar industry, testified today
before the senate lobby investigating I
eommittea that a series of charts,
TODAY IN CONGRESS
piJi'er;4ly iim Vas argumentativeas
'
and
free
published
sugar
against
a
a sepiritf document, ;had .attained
Washington, June 12.
circulation of 's2u,000 copies under
"
Senate.
the-J ranking privileges, of Senator
' Not in session; meets Friday.
L"0ge.
democratic members of the finance
The charts first appeared in the
continued consideration of
committee
senate during . a speech Mr. Lodge
revisions
bill
tariff
the
overman
made last July. Chairman
Republicans made pians for op
and Senator Reed developed on cross-- i
examination that after Mr. Iodge had posing them.
House
secured permission to print the doe-- j
meets Friday.
Not
in
session;
the
uments Palmer got a proof from
government printing office and some- what revised them.
The two senators teemed intent to SENATORS BEGIN TRIP
enlpnas2e tnat a representative of
a private interest had been allowed
INTO HILL COUNTRY
to change something the senate had
ordered printed, although Mr. Palmer
denied that any material alterations
INVESTIGATORS OF STRIKE CON
had been made. Chairman Overman
DITIONS GO TO WEST VIRGIannounced, however, that officials of
NIA WILDS
the government printing office wou'id
dochow
a
such
to
tell
be summoned
Charleston. W. Va., June J.2. Five
ument; ha3 been sent to private hands
States senators today started
United
it
Senator
fof 'revision end that
the West Virginia bills to
Lodge wished to testify he would be back into
fields" of the coal
"battle
the
view
j
aHowe44a.-.dso.,
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IRON IN COOL COMFORT
AN ELECTRIC IRON will save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the pluji to the nearest Electric Light socket. Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot (ire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as desired.
Electricity heats the face of the iron only it does not

h
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heat the handle or you.

39;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Oats, July 39
September
defi40.
12.
December
June
Increasing
Chicago,
gave
Pork, July $20.07; Sept. $20.10.
ciency of moisture northwest
Sept.
wheat today a new uptiyn. Opening
Lard, July $11;
$11.12;
October $11.02.
prices ranged from Va off to y8
$11.50;
Sept.
advance. July, which started at 91
Ribs, July $11. SO
of
to
a
decline
$11
October
to
unchanged"
Suseouent advices
Va, rose to
of drought in Russia tended to cause
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
an adidtlonal rise. The, close was
Kansas
City, June 12. Hogs, re'
net higher ' at
strong, with July
S.000.
Market 3 to 10 cents
ceipts
'
'
Bulk
higher.
$8.G0S.85; heavy
July corn, after opening unchanged $S.60(y.8.80; packerf and butchers
to a shade lower at 59 to
$8. 65 8. 80; lights $8.60 8. 80; pigs
A further gain reclimbed to

91,

.12.

91.

;

92.

59,

59.

sulted from statements that Illinois
frosts bad set corn back ten days.
The close was strong at E960 for
cent.
July, a net gain of
iiOats hardened. From 38 at the
outset and where July finished last
night, the prices ascended to 39

39.

Higher prices for hogs controlled in
First sales varied from
unchanged figures to 5 cents higher
for pork;
with September at $20.12
for lard and $U.45
jt11.1011.12
for ribs.
to $11.47
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 92; September 91;
provisions.

93.

December
Corn, July
December

60;

58.

5D;

September

$7.508.10.

Cattle, receipts

Market

3,000.

stea-

dy to strong. Prime fed steers $8.25

8.85; dressed beef steers $7.508.25;
southern
western steers $78.50;
steers ,$5.808; cows $4. 75?. 85;
stockers and
heifers $6.758.50;
feeders $6.508.85; bulls $67.25;
calves $910.50.
Market 10
Sheep, receipts 4,500.
Lambs
higher.
$6.258.10; yearlings
$56.50; wethers $4.506; ewes
$4.255.35; stockers and feeders

$3.255.
The splendid work of Chamberlain's
Tablets is dally becoming moe widely known. No such grand remedy for
stomach and liver troubles has ever
been known.

t

.

FREE SUGAR

v

United

-- "

o

son.
Map shov lug ti e telephone conned
titjns of the (omt service and the
headquarters of the rangers will be
furnished' to deputy state pame war
dens by forest supervisors.
In case the regular deputy state
same warden discovers fire on an
area within or contiguous to the for
e?t, he is expected to promptly noti-fthe nearest forest officer of the

fact.'
The matter of maintaining the game
supply In New Mexico and Arizona is
being taken up energetically by both
these states. On the Carson, Pecos
and Gila national forests of New- Mexico, deer, wild turkey, and, in certain
localities, bear may be found, while
on the Sitgreaves and Apache nationin
al forests in Arizona bier game
In the White
quantities abounds.
mountains of the Apache and Black
Range of the Gila national forest Is
some of the best hunting in the country.

The suggestion that the internal
revenue tax on tobacco manufacturers
lie graduated so that It shall increase
with the output of the factories is
avowedly for the purpose of hitting
a blow at the large combinations
which formerly were a part of the
tobacco trust and giving a point of advantage to the lesser independents.
The plan is urged by the latter on
the plea that although the trust has
been broken up, Its parts are still of
sufficient size to control the market
and competition is impossible without
further interference on the part of the
government. Logically the plea leads
to the proposition that the government must maintain competition and,
if necessary, must subsidize the little
fellow, either directly or indirectly,
by enforcing some handicap on the
big enterprise.
foreign
From protection against
compotition are we to go to protection
against home competition?
If the policy ia applicable to the
manufacture of tobacco, it is applicable to other Industry. The mere fact
that theer happens to be an internal
revenue tax on tobacco, which offers
a handy method of administering this
discriminating favor of the government, does not matter. The principle
must apply to all trusts affected industries or commerce, and the government must find means for working it
out.
;:
The strange thing about the sitna-- j
general
lion Is that the attorney
seems to favor the flan.

(Continued

"

VILD

An agreement to
with
the state of New Mexico in the promission through the United States tection of game, on national forests
mails as second class matter.
has lieen entered Into by the United
Slates loi'st service. Negotiations
looking toward a similar arrangement
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
with ihe fgame wardens of Arizona
Dally, by .Carrier
05 ire under way. On the other hand,
Per Copy.
15 ths game wardeiftf will report to the
One week
65 nearest forest officer
.
any fires they
One Vontn
7.5C
One ear
may discover on or near a national
'"
C
forest.'
Daily, by Mall
?6"0
The present plan is a logical deve
One Year
- 3.00 lopment of the general policy of the
Six Months
forest service to help the state authorities In game protection. It speciWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
fies more definitely than heretofore
GROWER
forest
the extent of the
$2.00
One Year
officers are expected to furnish. In
tl-061x Months
a letter to State Game Warden Trinidad C. de Baca, the government out
Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip- lines the proposed activities of forest
tions.)
service men in assisting to enforce
.Remit by draft, check or money or. the game laws of New Mexico, as folCer. If sent otherwise we will not lows:
e responsible for loss.
Forest officers will pay strict attenSpecimen copies free on applica- tion to the enforcement of the, game
tion.
laws In bo far as their duties permit.
by reporting all cases of violation of
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT the game laws to the regular deputy
state game warden In whose district
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
an offense is committe'd.
They w ill
PAID FOR
make arrests in flagrant cases where
it is impossible to notify the deputy
Advertisers are guaranteed the
state game warden, and where the violargest daily and weekly circulation lator is
likely to leave their section of
"of any newspaper In northern New
the country. They will also furnish
Mexico.
to the proper officers all available in
formation, which will assist them in
TELEPHONES
apprehending or prosecuting violators
Main 2 of the gavho laws.
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
The ranE.Pi a will furthp be expert
ed, as far as practicable to keep a
record of ibe total number of game
THURSDAY. Jl'NE 12, 1913.
animals by' classes killed in their districts, to be turned in to the siat-eanifl warden, at the end of the yea- PROTECTION IN A NEW
Vegas,
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strike on Paint Creek and Cabin
Creek.
Before starting for the hills the
committee heard one witness (rti the
subject of interference with the postal
service. John Goldsborough tofd that
his letters had been opened at the
High Coal postoffice in the Boomer
mine field.

CANAL TO BE OPENED

HIST

OF OCTOBER

GOETHALS
INVITES PRESIDENT
PRESENT
WILSON
BE
TO
WHEN GATES ARE SWUNG

Washington,

Corse

June

12.

Colonel

engineer of
anal, conferred with President WilHon to'lnv about his prospec
tive visit to the canal zone. The
president told the colonel he would
visit the isthmus as soon as congress
but did no offer
adjourned,
guess as to when that might be.
W. Goethals, chief

'av

Colonel Goethals said be expected
to let the water In about the first of
October.

Subscribe
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PERSONALS
Panama hats cleaned and blocked.
I'hone Main D5.
Parisian

-

Judge H. U.. Waldo, attorney tor
the Santa Fe Railway company, returned this afternoon from Colorado
Springs, where he has been on business for the past pree weeks.
J. A, Conley, master mechanic for
the New Mexico division of the Santa
Fe Railway company, came in this
afternoon from Raton for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
J. R. Sexton, mechanical superintendent of the western lines of the
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
last night from his headquarters in
La Junta for a 'short business visit
in Las Vegas.
f

Adv.
Simon Bacharach left this afternoon for .Glorleta, where he will he
on business for the coming two days.
E. W. Thlas, formerly connected
with the R. J. Taupert jewelry store,
came In last night from Los Ange.es.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Smith of Santa
Fecarae over 'last night for a tew
days' visit with friends in Las Vegas.
The rainfall for yesterday and last
George Rusby came in from his
amounted to .49 inch, and was
ranch on the Ortiz grant yesterday night
an
soaking rain. Yesexceptionally
evening for a few days' stay in Las terday evening a terrific hail storm
Vegas.
started and Gontinued for several
Miss Florence Arrson of Long
minutes. Last .night's storm pracBeach, Calif., came in yesterday
tically ends the session of wet weathevening for a few days' visit in Las er, as the horizon has cleared. The
"

ONLY 200 DOUBLE WOMEN TO DRAW

TICKETS WILL

:

Vegas.
W. J. Campbell, a well known business man of Raton, cam In last night
for a few days' business visit in Las
Vegas.
B. Hudson of Fort Scott, Kans.,
came in yesterday evening and will
be a business visitor in Laa Vegas
for. the coming few days.
known
O. F. Cotterman, a well
commercial man, came in last night
from his headquarters in Denver for
a short business visit nere.
Charles Adlon and former Probate
Judge Alarcon were here today from
the Pino ranch. They report a heavy
fall of rain in that locality.
B. K. Pace returned yesterday evening from the southern part of the
state after having been, a visitor
there for the past three weeks.
B. F. King, representative for the
Key Brand shoe factory of Jefferson
City, Mo., came in last night for a
short business visit in Las Vegas.
W. G. AVilliams came in last night
from El Paso for a short business
visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Williams Is
a well known business man of El
Paso
Have your clothes cleaned at the
Parisian Dry Cleaners. 523 Sixth
f( reet. Adv.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts returned
last nlfJhH from iRoswell, Carlsbad
and other places in that section of
the state where he had been for the
past week on business.
J. A.'Rutledge, formerly a resident
of Las Vegas and well known here,
came in last night from Oklahoma,
where he is now located. He will remain in Las Vegas for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Denshaw and
three daughters arrives in Las Vegas
last night from Spooners, Wis., and
will remain in the city for a few
days. They may locate in New Mexico and are looking over prospects
in Las Vegas.
Jack Gibson left yesterday morning
for Winslow, after having been a
visitor ,in Las Vegas for the past
week on account of the illness of his
mother, Mrs. C. H. Gibson. Mrs Gibson has improved during the past

total Jrainfall since last Saturday
night has been, according to the
weather observer at the New Mexico
Normal University, 3.46 inches.
.

A SUCCESSFUL

DANCE.

The dance given by the Ladies of
the Eastern Star last night at the
armory was a most enjoyable affajr,
despite the fact, .that the weather
was disagreeable. The floor was in
excellent shape, giving the followers
of the Terpsichorean art sufficient
amusement to satiate them for at
least a few days. The music was
unusually good and the Eastern Star
a
gained the approval of the dancers
some
of
times
number
by permitting
"rags" for the benefit of the "hoppers."
It was a successful affair in every
way and the dancing set of Las Vegas
will patronize strongly any other
dance that may be given by the Ladies
of the Eastern Star.

DISCIPLES TO MEET
IN IAS VEGAS NEXT
REV. J. L. IMHOF SECURES NEW
MEXICO-WESTEXAS CONVENTION FOR THIS CITY
'

Rev. J. L. Imhof returned yester
dav from Roswell where the Disciples
of Chrtist hanje been holding their
Texas convention
New Mexico-Wes- t
The convention was well attended by
delegates from all parts of the dis

trict.

A committee of members of the
Woman's club last night visited the
city council to obtain information as
to why the proposed ordinance providing for the protection of food, the
"fly ordinance," which was presented
by the club some time ago for approval, had not been acted on. The
council had decided some time ago,
after the ordinance had been handed
in, to table the document. Last night
Mayor Taupert and some of the
Informed the ladies of the
Woman's club that if the ordinance
were made more comprehensive In
its scope and put in proper legal form,
it would be considered for passage.
The Woman's club met yesterday
afiteirnoon in the Commercial olub
rooms for its regular business meeting. Dr. Johnson gave a talk on "The
Sanitation of Milk," which was interesting and instructive to all those
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that's one thing you are

looking for in these days
cf high living COSt Calumet insures a wnnrW.
ful saving in your baking. But it does more.

Itinureswholesomefood,tastyfood uniformly raised
Calumet is made right-- to sell right to bake right.

-

I.J'P'WiltWTWlWjfB

food.

Ask
ask your grocer
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World't Pure Food Expotition, Chioxo, III.
Pnrit Expoaition, France, March, 1812.

one of the millions of women who use

it--

or

Ml
You don 'I save moneg when you buy cheap or big-ca- n
baking powder
mislead. Buu Calumet.. It 'g more
more ivlioleomt
best
Calumet
results.
It
to
m.'
sour
far
glvei
and soda, v
superior
'on

'is

frrl

m

IT WORKS AT

n

members present, who have been
aroused by the recent discovery by
the grand jury that some of the ml'ik
that has been sold in Las Vegas has
been artificially preserved by the use
of formaldehyle. The club is taking
a string stand for the improvement
of milk and, it is understood, will
take up the matter in detail in the
near future. The club enjoyed an
Interesting afternoon's session.
Miss Alpha Stewart returned this
from Burlington, Iowa,
afternoon
where she has been for the past
month visiting relatives.

BANK
PEOPLES
-

CAPITAL

PLENTIFUL

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League.
Boston at Chicago; clear.
New York at Pittsburgh; clear.
Boston at Cincinnati; clear.
Philadelphia at St. Louis; clear.
American League;
Chicago at Washington; clear.
Detroit at New York; clear.
Cleveland at Philadelphia; clear.
St. Louis at Boston; clear.
American Association.
Kansas City at Indianapolis; clear.
St. Paul at Columbus; clear.
Milwaukee at Toledo; c'lear.
Western League.
Wichita at Topeka; clear.
St. Joseph at Des Moines; clear

NEWMAN EACH
PREDICT THE JUNE 17 BATTLE WILL GO HIS WAY.
AND

With a big bunch of trainers Louis
Newman last night went through his
usual training stunts. Louis showed
his usual class and easily put one
ti'ainer after another out of com
route.
mission by the
Newman says he will have 'little
trouble in making the required
weight for this fight, 135 pounds at
6 o'clock on the evening of the bout.
He is confident of success In this
battle and his own confidence has
put all his admirers thinking the
same way.
Shaffer pulled off his usual stunts
this afternoon In his quarters in the
Walsen block. Although Shaffer is at
a disadvantage for lack of sparring
partners yet he finds good exercise
by working out with Manager Anderson. Shaffer say that his opinion
of the fight Is that It wi'll not go
over five rounds.
"I'll fight him differently than- - any
other boy has fought the champion,"
says Shaffer, and his numerous admirers are sincere in their bcef
that he will win.
- The tickets still continue to go fast.
A number of reservations have been
asked for hy people living outside
AS the Albuquerqae
of Las Vegas
sport writers put it, this fight wil!
be one of the best that has ever been
given before the fans of Las Vega3
and they may expect an excellent bunch of entertainment on the
night of June 17.
wear-dow-

clever. Montano has shown such
class that he win appear in one of
to the Newman-Shaffe- r
flhe preliminaries
Sunday afternoon
fight.
from 2:30 to 3:30, o'clock Newman
WITH THE BOXERS.
will put on a boxing exhibition In nls
training quarters. He will box six
.f.
Other bouts 4.
rounds with Chavez.
Morwill
Carl
rounds
has
added
; Tom O'Rourke,
making a total, of twenty
be staged!
ris, the, Oklahoma
"hope," to his
stable of boxers.
5 Abe Affell has signed to box Patsy
NEWSPAPER MAN WEDS
Yesterday evening at the residence Kline, the bout to take place in New
of Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the York in the near future :.
Tom McCarey, of Los Angeles, is
First Methodist Episcopal church.
bout beMiss Ruth Schwartz of Cairo, 111., and trying to stage a
French
of
the
Ledoux,
tween
Charles
Mr Fenton Jennings Spauldmg
Santa Fe, were married. . The wed bantamweight champion, and Eddie
ding was a surprise to Mr. Spaulding's- Campi.
many friends in Santa Fe as the con
templated marriage was a secrer, uuarrived
4
til yesterday. Mrs. Spaulding
in Las Vegis yesterday afternoon and
BASEBALL NOTES
as soon as a license could be obtained the happy psir were wedded.
has a
Mrs. Sapulding is a charming; young
II. Zimmerman, of the Ciii.-sthe "only
woman and a distinguished student, rival in the war of beir
of the Bronx." Dick- Rudolph,
being a graduate of one of the best
from becolleges in Illinois. Mr. Spaulding is of the Braves, also com
a well known business man of Santa yond the Harlem river.
Fe. He Is In charge of the New MexNames taken from the lineup of
ico Magazine that is being launched the Chicago B'ederal league team, as
there and is a capable publisher. Mr. printed in a Chicago newspaper:
and Mrs. Spaulding left last night for O'Lr'y, Stan'y, K'nagh, K'din?. C'rich,
their honeymoon trip and will be at M'Dn and M'Gi're.
home at Santa Fe in a few weeks.
Pitcher Tom Seaton of the Phillies,

-

-

$111,000.00

-

g

AT TRAINING CAIiPS
SHAFFER

TR.UST CO.

-

ball down to
has his turkey-trottinperfection this season. Tom had rolled up seven straight victories when
the Giants landed on him for a ganie.
Evidently Manager Joe Tinker didn't make a mistake when he copped
Leon Ames from the Giants.
Lecn
is pitching winning ball for the Reds.
Nearly all the big league clubs in
the country are trying to land Pitcher
"Rube" Schauer, the star flinger rf
the Superior Northern league team.
The New York Americans have of
fered $3,000 for the immediate release
of Frank, Hosp, shortstop of the Ven
ice team, of the Pacific coast league.
Not much doubt about the Athl sties
having the Red Sox and WasV.n;ton
teams' number. The series with the
Red Sox stands 5 to 1 in favor of the
Athletics, while the Mackmrm have
copped 7 of the 9 games played with
Washington.
Harry Lord has recovered from an
injury to his arm, which put him out
of the fray for several days, and is
now putting up a swell game for the
White Sox.
The Boston Red Sox have defeated
the Yankees in 18 straight games in
The Yankees have not
New York.
won a game from the Red Sox in New
York since June 22, 1911.

ultra-viole-

WITH NEWMAN

Zimmerman.
Roy Kirk of Trout Springs came
in this morning for his weekly business visit. Mr. Kirk stated that the
rains in that section of the county
were unusually heavy and that fences
were washed away and other damage
wrought. In one place on the scenic
highway the rain caused a big slide
which came nearly blocking traffic
on the road. The road was cleared
today so that traffic migbt not be'
suspended.

coun-cilme-

CONFIDENCE

A

Your Savings Account Dr&ws 4 Per Cent Interest

While there is some agitation regarding the possibility of a Chautauqua in Las Vegas, the Y. M. C. A. is
planning for 4ts big lyceum course for
next fall. Yesterday Secretary Le
Noir received the dates upon which
the different attractions will arrive in
Las Vegas. While there probably will
be a readjustment of the dates of the
foil attractions, it is certain that the
Hon. Champ Clark, speaker of the
hoitse of representatives, will be in
Las Vegas on Saturday, November 8.
Coming on this day there will be ample time to show Mr. Clark the country hereabouts and entertain him.
that is, one
i The season tickets,
ticket admitting two people for all
five attractions, will be to Y. M. C.
to
o.00;
A. members
$3.50. A season ticket admitting one
person for the whole season will be
$".00 for members and $3.25 for non- members. Only 200 double tickets or
their equivalents will be sold; after
(hat number has been disposed of sin- gle admissions will be sold. At this
rate those who desire can hear
Speaker Clark for 50i cents. The single admission will of course be rnuch
higher. A number already have had
tickets reserved for them before the
sale opens, which will be probably in
September. Those making the reservations now will be given the privilege of the .first purchase of the season tickets.
The attractions are as follows:
Hon. Champ Clark, speaker of the
national house of representatives.
Alton Pacliard, the famous cartoonist.
The Dixie Quintete with Ed Williams of the team of Williams and
Walker.
Professor Montraville Wood, the only licensed aeronaut in the country,
giving an exhiibtion with, gyroscope
t
t
and
ray.
The four artists in high class music
with Madame LilHam RIngsdorf, F. W.
KicWiusb and Jacob Renter.

C. A.

Nine."

Your Checking Account Dtqlws 2 Per Cent Interest

RETURNS
PROPOSED
COUNCIL
SUGGESTING
ORDINANCE,
IMPROVEMENTS BE MADE.

M.

CHAVEZ TO BOX

A. A. Jones, assistant secretary of
the interior, returned this afternoon
from Albuquerque, where he was the
guest of honor at a banquet last
night given by the Albuquerque Commercial club. Mr. Jones was accompanied by H. W. Kel'iy and John L.

You need Needles and a Banking Account daily. "A Siich in Time Saves
Dollar DEPOSITED NOW Might Save Hundreds TOMORROW

ANNOUNCEMAKES
LECMENT REGARDING ITS
TURE COURSE OF 1913-1-

Y.

Besides the leading men of the dis
trict the speakers were, S. G. Inman
of Old Mexico; R. P. Shepherd of St
Louis; Grant K. Lewis of Cincinnati
and J. H. Mohorter of St. Louis.
The Disciples of Christ expect to
build a sanitarium in New Mexico in
the near future. Dr. J. H. Mohorter
ON
secretary of the National Board of EXHIBITION WILL BE STAGED
WEST
SIDE
SUNDAY
THE
Benevolence said:
AFTERNOON.
"I am in hearty accord with this
movement find have been longing for
Louis Newman was delighted this
something of this kind for 25 years.
to receive a telegram from
More definite steps will be taken in morning
informing him that
Chavez,
Benny
August looking to the establishment
he would arrive in Las Vegas tomorof the sanitarium."
row to help the Spanish-AmericaThe- - place for the sanitarium has
lightweight get ready for his battle
now
is
not yet been decided upon but
with Harry Shaffer at the Duncan
under consideration.
house next Tuesday evening.
The convention will come to Las opera
is the speediest bantamChavez
next
year.
Vegas
in this part of the country.
weight
"With the Y. M. C. A., state NorHe will be in Newman's corner on
mal University, splendid railroad ser- the
night of the battle.
vice and a beauty of country aslwell
Newman has been doing hard work
as the type of local church work, Las in his
training quarters on the West
Vegas outfit to leave a lavoraDie im side. He is fast as lightning and
pression upon the many who will has developed a dangerous punch. He
come," said Mr. Iinhof.
says he is in much better physical
On Sunday morning Mr. Imhof will condition than when he met Boyd
give a report on. what the Disciples here on May Ifi.- Newman has heen
of Christ are. doing and expect to do boxing with Poncho Montano, a young
in New Ajtexico,,
West side tnittman, who is fast and

few days.

AS A THRIFTY HOUSEWIFE

BETTER FLY
ORDINANCE

BE SOLD

'

'

A

11

O

Q H L 71

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh

11;

New York, 5; Chicago.

2.

American League
At Philadelphia St. Louis, 5; Philadelphia, 2.
At New York Chicago,
1; New

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

At Boston

Profits

SuRPins, and Undivided

$100,000

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

AT YOUR

Bill

Detroit,

Cleveland,

59 T

OVERLAHO MODS

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344,

&
,

,0".

At Washington
ington, 0.

M'

Jefierson Eaynolds, Preldent.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

3.

York,

""-"--

E. B. RaynoldB, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice Pmldent.

National League
At Cincinnati Cincinnati, 3; Philadelphia, 2,
At St. Louis Boston, 5; St. Louis,
At

Co no on

.

iziM.m

BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

Brooklyn, 3.
At Chicago

J

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

11; Wash
9;

Boston,

5.

Western League
At Sioux City Des Moms. 9; 'Sioux
City, 5.
At Denver Denver, G; Topeka, 3
Wichita
At Wichita Lincoln,
io.

immer a;

,

leciel excursion iiaie

STANDING OF CLUBS
National League
Won Lost

Club

Philadelphia
New York
Brooklyn
Chicago

... .....29
.,...,..,23
.'...23''

Pittsburgh

..,

St. Louis
Boston

Cincinnati

13
19
20

Pet.
.69(1

,

.56S

22

27

,.535
.510
.200
.449

...IS

26

.409

IS

31

.367

25

2i

24

24

American League
Won Lost

Club

Pet.

37

11

.771

..25
...28

13
24

.700

Washington

26

23

Boston

22
21

25 ,

.531
.4P3

Philadelphia
Cleveland ...
Chicago

Detroit

..

St. Louis
New York

..

MIS

',2
35

.310

21.
11

''A

.234

.37;

Western Leatjua
Club

Denver
St. Joseph,'.

Won
"5
31

lost

Pt.

14

.711

19

.620
.571,
.540
.500

Lincoln

2S

21

Omaha

....27

23

23

25
28
30

Des Moines
Sioux City

Topeka
Wichita

21

..19

... ..........12

3S

.420
.38 S
.210

CALIFORNIA

S?.

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June to September 30, 1013, with
final limit on all ticktts to Oct. 31, 1913.
1

Los Andeles5 or San

Dieo

-

CI
$48. til

Special dates, shorter limit - $43.50
San Francisco - - - - $55.00
Special dates, shorter limit - 850H0
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $77.50
Special dates, shorter limit - $72.8U
Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOFL,
went

mimimmm

Agent
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of tho ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a run
ning sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars 1
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by RATES
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-

LOBBY

OPTIC

J5he

I

SHORT ORDERS

AND REGULAR DINNERS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A.

FOR

CLASSIFIED

S

f

V
,

yi

W. M., H.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month, rial ting
Brothers cordially in--

.an

Petten, Secretary.

of

think

the deep significance of the

above

oft-repeat-

ed

It is estimated that more
than 95 per cent of the population of the United States
that can read are newspaper

J

lars, free.

P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five centi per Una eacn insertion.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
ec d Tuea-da-y
conclave
No ad to occupy leaa apace than two
In each month at Mallnea. Ai!
advertle mntc charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
TAX PAYMENTS
will be oooked at apace actua'ly set,
Chaa. Tamme,
Klnkel, E.
Notice is hereby given that any
without regard to number of worda
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance
preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. , ROY
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MA8ON8 Regtlar con
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday In
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month, at Maeonlc
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
Temple at 7: SO p. m. H.
published of the public sale of all
B. Hubbard. H. P.; F. O.
D.
taxes
A.
which
of
property upon
Blood, Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property up
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E.
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
8. Meets first and third Fridays
fi.
OPTIC'S
MAIN
NUMBER.
quent, will be sold as required by the
at 7:30 p. m, in Masonlo Temple,
session Laws of 1913.
Mr. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy MaDated at Las Ve.sras, N. M., May 14
tron; Mm. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
1913.
Telephone Main 829.
EUGE.VIO ROMERO,
WANTED
Second hand wood cook
Treasurer and
Collector, San
NO.
stove for Y. M. C. A. camp. Phone FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
Miguel County, N. M.
102 Mees every Monday night at
Phil H. LeNoir, Y. M. C. A.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat avenue.at
NOTICE.
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
WANTED Reliable girl of good moThe La Jara Hunting and Fishing
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
rals for housework. No other need
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
1034 Seventh street.
apply.
'
lakes, which are the two northernC. H. Bally, treasurer.
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
WANTED Middle
aged Spanish- of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
woman with good refer B P. O. ELKS Meets second and
speaking'
person will be allowed o hunt or
fourth
Tuesday evening of eacb
ences as companion.' Inquire Shu
fish upon this property except mem
month Elks home on Ninth stree'
mate's Studio.
bers of the club, and all persons goand Douglas avenue. Visiting
ing there must be prepared to show WANTED Two
cordially invited'.' Gov. Wm.
rarm hands.
good
a membership card In this organizaJ. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConS. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St
Apply
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestdon, Secretary.
ed for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
AND FISHING CLUB.
CIL NO. 804. Meets eecond and

Wanted

For Sale

FOR SALE

HER. MAN

N. O.

Household gootis and
laying hens; also chicks two mcnths
old. 723 Main avenue

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING

'

FOR SALE At a bargain A fine
new upright piano. E. E. Wentworth

Layton,

DORADO

EL

Eighth street.

918

;

FOR SALE Household furniture, al
most. new.
Phone Main 186.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meeta every Monday evenln? at
their hall on Sixth street All vlsl
lng brethren cordially invited to at
N.
F. D. Fries,
Gui
tend.
O.:
V.
T.
M. Elwooa
G.;
Lehman,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer.
C. V. Hedsrcock, cemetery trustee,

I. O. O.
1

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep

Visiting memcers are espe
welcome and cordially invlV

uty.

daily
ed.

ATTORNKVh
HUNKER & HUNKtM
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hm
Attorneya-at-La-

Laa

New mh.- -

Vegas

ia

LODGE

NO.

I

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets ev
ery Monday even
;ing In Castle Hall

DE.VTISTS
DR.

E.

L.

DENTlf

HAMMOND,

Crockett Building.
Mala
Office Telephone
Mala
House Telephone
DR.

ui
!

F.

B. HUXMANN,
Dentist
Dental work of any descftptio
moderate prices.
Room
Center Block. Tel. Main
Las Vegas, N. M.

'

t

1

Professional Health Culture for Ladlei
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scan
Visiting
Knigiiti
a
f
Facial Massage, Manicure
ji
'Treatment,
FOR SALE Family horse, ' carriage t i
v
coraiaiiy mvu(
j tre
Plaza Hotel.
fcS. Chas Iiebacft
and harness, office furniture, stoves IV?;"
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. na
Office
hours
and wool press. Apply to Harold
1 T"
J Commander.
1037
Cohn,
Harry
Eighth street, East Las
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Vegas.
Subscribe for The Optic.
.

LOCAL TIME

CAR!)

Arrive
No.
No

.... 2:5

No

'o

Bepan
9:10
.11:05

2

in

No

1.

No

a

No
No.

r.

45

.

...
.

p.

m

p.

m

a. m
0 m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p.
p.
a.

1:4S
:15
4:30
7:00

p.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
fi:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

Seal.

BUFF ROCK baby chicks,
cash with order. Mrs. M. E.
ens, Humboidt, Kan.

100

p

a.
p.

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-- if you use

,
i

V
1

It 's giving you
t
a present tor do
ing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
learn how Much
Be fer EMPRESS g

FOR SALE Improved irrigated farm
of 40 acres, 20 acres in oats, 20
acres in a'ifalfa with abundance of
water. Linden Duthie, Box 5,
Onava, N. M.

by

SALE At public
auction in
front of City Hall Saturday at 10
o'clock, one bay horse branded on
left hip G. A. G. Ben Coles.

FOR SALE

1913

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

FOR

RENT-iFron-

bedroom.

t

RENT No

FOR

seekers need apply.
Kitchen.

511

SILVER

tained in this city from

ALL GROCCR.S

lbs., or More,

Each

Del very

1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c
25c

per
per.

30c per
40c per
50c

per

Iba.
Iba.
Iba.
Iba.
Iba.

100
100
100
100
100

AGUA PURA COMPANY

S5

room

ANT Ads
Are Best

RENT

Modern

Call

furnished

Market Finders

health
White

flat.

Ninth street.

Classlflel ada. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing if worth moat.
That property rou want to sell is VfORTH MOST i.o aomeoie
and would aever hear ?
your property unless it were advertised here.
who reads the ads. In thia newspaper

RENT Nicely furnished room,
modern house, furnace heat. No
health seekers. 1045 Fifth street.

FRENCH- -

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

2,000

Miss

FOR

j

RETAIL PRICES

FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.

FOR

Lincoln Ave

508 Main Avenue.

Richley.

ROOMS

1200

Harvesters, Storera, and. Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

For Rent

v

GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Go.

Phone Main 227

Model motorcycles

and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
easy payment plan. Get our proposition before buying or you will regret it, also bargains In used motorWrite us today. Enclose
cycles.
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.

is. g
FOR RENT Furnished two
921 Lincoln avenue.
GERhouse.

MAN PROCESS

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

FOR

FLOUR really,
Made

CRYSTAL BGE

FOR SALE 50 Choice R. C. Rhode
Island Red hens. Phone Main 454.

1

1

$12;
Stev-

p

For YOU!

3
5

ft

A4

EAST BOUNO

FLOUR

There is, indeed, much
worith while that one
may "see by the peepers'
if he will but study the advertising pvges.!

fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem
bers are cordially invited. Richard
Devlne. O. K.; Prank Angel, T. 8.

429 GRAND AVE.

EMPRESS

he Optic

retary.

broth-ersar-

AND

.1

HI

flrai
the vestry

Tuesday of th month in
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
Isaac
invited
cordially
Appel
President: Charlea Oreenclay. 8ee

C;

AUTOMOBILE,

esting and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. a. Meeta every

I.

readers.

Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred
merely to some news happening, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,
the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
or any one of a hundred inter-

ai

o. O. MOOSE Meets second
fourin
evenini
Thursday
eai
moiitn ai A' O W. Hall. VlHOlti
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator;
J.' ThornhilL

Secretary.

Win. P. Mills,

vited.

8

L.

M.

Is WPMM

Did you ever stop to

CAFE

AND

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

COLUMN

by the
Papers."

RESTAURANT

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want
anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articloa of lawfulness of any sort, and jnusical !v

are

CHICHESTER SBitPILLS
Na 1
lY'i'A
H I
i

1 1

I

a

A

J

I.iid lent AKkyowrOriijeelaitforA'
Diamond IlrnndA
AietalltcVV
led and itold
1 rilliinscaled
Ulna Kibrxa.Ty i
J tJxM,
J Iftlte no other. Buy of roup
DIAMOND jtRAMl MM,, Ifur asi
year known as licst, Safest, Alwiys RelUbla

f

jp

!Y

OBOISTS

EYDroES'

(a!

strumenta.
As the classified ada. are read bj all possible buyeia, of all p
aible aorta of things, they have come to be tinders of the best
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mummle'B
of virtue.

AMm tn)ikeOpei3
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There's the dust of Bull's horses
way off along the road, and me settin'
.down by the wayside. A dog sets
jdown in his skin, tail handy for wag- -

'ging, all his possessions around him.
I ain't even got no tail.

tu

.Ellsworth Young

CHAPTER

III

'I

I7,,,U.
I M

1

I

CHAPTER

III.

Youth.
A dog sets down in his skin, tali
'handy for wagging all his posses
eions right thar.
Same with me, setting on the beach
,with a cap, jersey, overalls, 6ea boots,
'paper bag of peanuts, beached wreck
of the old Pawnticket in front, and
them two graves astern. Got more'n
a dog has to think about, more to
nothin' to wag. Two days
been there, and the peanuts is getting
few.
Little gray mother, dad, the
Happy Ship, just dead, that's all, dead
I didn't hear the two horses come
but there's a young person behind me
sort of attracting attention. When he
moves there's a tinkle of iron, creaking leather, horey smell, too, and presently he sets down along of me,
I shoved hirn the peanuts, but
he lit a cigarette, offering me one,
Though he wasn't, he just felt same
as a seafaring man, so I didn't mind
him being there.
He wanted to look at my sheath
knife, and when I handed it he seen
the lettering "Green River" on the
blade. He'd been along Green River
and there's no knives like that.
Then I'd got to know about them
Iron things on his heels spurs. We
threw peanuts, my knife agin his
spurs, and he won easy. Queer how
all the time he's wanting to show himself off. He'd never seen salt water
before. So we went in swimming, and
afterward there's a lunch he'd got
with him quart of pickled onions,
1

cross-.legged-

and cigarettes.
This stranger begins to throw me
Ihorse talk and cow stories. It seems
is sort of sailors of the
jplains, only it's different. Seafaring
men gets wet and cold, and wrecked,
s
had adventures instead,
;but
(excitement, red streaks of life. Following the sea, I been miesing life.
jWhy, this guy ain't no more'n two
'years oldern me say, seventeen, but
(he's had five years ridin for one man,
;four years for another, six years in
Arizona, then three in Oregon, until
,he's added up about half a century.
Says his name's Bull Durham.
Well, his talk made me small and
mean as a starved cat, but that was
nothing to the emotions at the other
end of me when he got me on one of
cow-boy-

4

MM

I oluino 'why Bull has to Introduce
me to the gentleman who keeps the
peanut store down street seeing I'd
dealt there before. Anyway, I'm introduced to Affable Jones, and I'm the
Markis of Worms the same being a
nom de plume. We proceeds to the
opery-housclimbs in through a little
hind window, and finds a dressing-room- .
Affable Jones dresses up as a
monk, Bull Durham claims he's riggeri
out already as a
and I'm
to be a chicken, 'cause I'm dealing
vintage eggs in the cotillon. All the
same, I'm left there alone for hours,
and it's only when they comes back
with a cocktail that I'll consent to
dressing up as a chicken which in
passing out through that 111' window Is
some crowded. We' proceeds up street,
me totin-- egs, and practicing chicken-talk- ,
and it seems the general public
is surprised.
So we conies to the Masonic Hall,
which is all lights, and band, and fashionable persons rigged out in fancy
dress, dancing the horse doover. I
got the name from Bull, who eays that
the next turn is my day boo in the
omlet cotillion.
Seems it's all ar
ranged, too. Affable Jones lines up
the ladies on the left, the dudes on
the right, all the length of the hall.
Bull marches up the middle, spurs
trailin' behind him, and there's me
dressed as a chicken, with a basket
of eggs, wondering whether this here
cow-bois two persons I 6ee, or only
the one I can hear. Band's playing
soft, Affable serves out tin spoons to
the dudes, and I deals each a deco
rated egg, laying it careful in the bowl
of the spoon, till there's only a few
left over, and I'm safe along with Bull.
So far everybody
seems pleased.
Bull whispers in my ear, "Make for
the back door, you son of a eea cook,"
which offends me, being true; waves
an egg at the band for silence, and
calls out, "Ladies and gents." From
the back door I seen how all the dudes
has to stand dead still for fear of
dropping an egg.
"Ladles," says Bull, "has any of
you seen a live mouse? On the way
up among you, seems I've dropped my
mouse, and it's climbing skirts for
vice-bisho-

y

solitude."
Then there's shrieks, screams, ladies throwing themselves Into the
arms of them dudes, eggs dropping
squash, eggs going bang, Bull throwing eggs at every man not otherwise
engaged, fcnd such a stink that all the
lights goes out. I'm grabbed by the
scruff of the chicken, run out through
the back door, and slung on the back
of a horse. Bull's yelling "Ride! Ride!
Git a move on!" He's flogging the
horse with his quirt, he's yelling at
me: "Ride, or weJl be lynched!"
My mouth's full of feathers, chicken's coming all to pieces can't ride
daresn't fall off. So on the whole 1
dug the chicken's spurs into Mr.
Horse, and rode like a hurricane in a
panic. All of which reminds me that
the hinder parts of an imitation bird
is comforting whar she bumps. Still,
draw them stars across.

I'm feeling better with twenty miles
between me and Invicta City. The
sun transpires over the eastern skyline, the horses is taking a roll, I'm
seated on the remnants of the chicken,
and Bull Durham says I'm his adoptWhen He Moves, There's a Tinkle of ed orphan.
Iron.
Looking back it seems to me that
the first night's proceedings was calm.
them horses. I wanted to walk. Walk! Thar was the fat German fire
The most shameful things he knew pursuing an annual banquet brigade
across
was walking and telling lies. If I lots by moonlight, all on our way
walked he'd have nothing more to do north, too, till the wagon
capsized in
with me. I rode till we got to the a river.
ferry.
Thar was the funeral obsequies of a
You know in books how there's a pig, late deceased, with
municipal
line of stars acrost the page to show honors, until we got found out.
the author's grief. I got 'em bad by
Then we was an apparition of anthe time we rode into Invicta City. gels at a revival camp, only Bull's
Draw the line right thar:
wings caught fire, and spoiled the
.
whole allusion.
We're having supper at the PallaYes, when I looks back on them radium, and I'm pretty nigh scared.
dium nights entertainments
along
There's a menu to say what's coming; with Bull Durham, I see now what
a
In French so you don't know what success
they was in learning me to
you're eating, and durned if I can find ride. "What you need," says he, "is
out whether to tackle an a la mode confidence. Got
to forget mere matwith flngerB or a spoon. Bull eays it's ters of habeas
corpus, and how your
toes point, and whether you're looking
only French for puckeroo, a sort of
pretty. Just trust you' horse to pull
d
inwhich
bird
burrowing
habits silver mines, but if I don't like through, so that you ain't caught in
of youthful innocence, and
that, the lady will fetch me a foe par. the flower
on the nearest ts'egraph pole."
.Well, L orders one, and by the lady's hung
Once I been to a theater, and seen
face I see I done wrong, even before
she complains to the manager. I'm a play. Thar's act one, with fifteen
eurely miserable to think I've insulted minutes hoping for act two. Thar's
act after act till you just has to fill
a lady.
The manager's suspicious of me, but up the times between with injun
until act five, when all the
Bull talks French so rapid that even
and gents is shot or married.
ladies
can't
froggy
keep up, although he
It just cayn't go on. So the aujience
emiles and shrugs, and giveB us
s
says, "Let's go'n have a drink," and
to- drink.
This sort of cocktail I had, was the the band goes off for a drink, and the
first liquor I'd tasted. It's powerful lady with the programs tells you to
as a harbor tug, dropping me out of get to hell out of that.
It's all over. The millionaire Lord
the conversation, while the restaurant
turns slowly round with a list to star- Bishop of Durham ie only Bull's father-in-laBull's noi, exactly a cow-boboard, and Bull deals for a basket In
the front window full of decorated yet but assists bis mother, Mrs.
eggs.
Says they're vintage eggs, all Brooke, who is chef at a ranch. Bull
and bookay.-- ' For years won't be
the millionaires of Invicta has shrunk er for quite popular with his moth
from the expense. My job when we with thehaving gorgeous celebrations
hundred dollars she'd give
leaves is to carry the basket, 'cause him to
pay off a little debt. I'd better
Hull's toting a second-handesaddle. not corns to the ranch
after leading
four-legge-

.

Bang-fraw-

y

verd-antiqu- e

IV.

The Ordeal by Torture.
The Labrador was good to me, the
sea was better, the stock range wall,
I'd four years punching cows, and I'm
most surely grateful.
The world in them days was peopled
with only two species, puncher an'

"V

"

wim one spring through the doors, touching oh'thy "kill was apt 16 requn-'yelled "Injuns" and stampeded, scat-teri- a funeral.
It was the seventh day she married
gravel and panic through Abilene. I just went like one man for me. I Jyiow, because Bull, acting as
cur cook wagon down by the railroad best mab, claimed a kiss, which she
corrals.
gave film. "Bull," says she, "didn't
could I bet you I'd marry Sailor Jesse withNow, for all the shaving-glas- s
see, I was nice an' clean, but then in a week You owe me twenty dolthat mirror has small views, and I'm lars." I saw the joke was on me.
I came to marriage pure as any
not taking risks, but stripped and
scrubbed all over. The place was so bear, or wolf, or fox, expecting to find
durned public I blushed from nose to my mate the same as me, getter and
heels till I was dressed again, shining giver of life, true to the earth, and
my hair and boots. Then I procured fearless in doin' right.
silk scarl
an extra special, cherry-red- ,
Folks said I was young to marry ai
out of the wrangler's kit.
nineteen, but full nine years I'c
Some of our boys made friendly earned my living, fought my way, and
signs as I passed on rry way back, and done my share of making happiness.
fired a few shots' after me for luck, I'd been served with a mouth full
but I'd no time to play. I joined the wide enough for laughin', a face which
revival meeting just as the hat came made folks smile when I was sad, eyes
round, so penitent sinners making to see fun, the heart to take a joke
for the door, came back to Btay and If any offered, and when things hurt, 1
pay because of Tiger. I gave Bull ten wasn't first to squeal. No: as long ai
dollars to hand to the hat, only he the joke was on me I done my best te
He take it like a man.
passed it into his own pocket.
seemed annoyed, too, saying, "Waste
But supposes Well, I'd best explain
not, want not." Then he explained that the English tenderfoot was at out
e
how the
only paid Miss El- wedding breakfast, and gettin' encourlis fifty dollars a day, whereas he was aged, he put up his best prize joke.
He was all boo, hoo, hoo at first, so
making hundreds.'
Just then she passed, and I got in- funny he couldn't speak, the fellowe
troduced.
"Say, Polly," says Bull, waltin' each with his grin gettin' stale,
"here's Sailor Jesse wants to get ac- and Polly laughing just to encourage
him on. Then words got out which
quainted."
She stopped, sort of impatient for made the boys uneasy. Jake Haffer
her voice, full ing, the Bar T foreman, told the hog
supper, and velvet-eof- t
o contempt.
to shut up, while others moved to get
"Another damned suppliant?" she clear. I was sort of stupid, wanting
asked, and Bull was holding a light the point explained, couldn't-believfor her cigarette. "Is it saved?" she It possible the joke was on my wife,
added.
although I'd rose by then, with gun
I couldn't speak. I wanted to tell hand free. Then I saw, but the room
her how I despised all the religion seemed dark, and the tenderfoot all
I'd seen, the bigots it made, an' the indistinct, backing away, and reaching
cowards. I'd rather burn with the slovenly for weapons, while my bulgoats than bleat among the sheep let smashed In his shoulder. It slued
even now'.
him around as he dropped.
It was old Jake of the Bar T who
"Oh, that's all right, then," she said
as though ehe answered me, and frank spoke out then, and spoke straight.
as a man she gave her hand to shake.
"My boy," says he, "put np your
"Good stunt of mine, eh?" Although gun. That's right. This here tenderI own I'd like to have that cross
foot is bleedin' by spurts, arterial.
Bull, see if Doc Stuart is sober." Bull
She passed the weather, admired Ti- ran for the doctor. "Only a tenderger, talked Browns and Jones with foot," says Jake, "insults a
Bull, turning her back on me, asked wife which Is death from natural
him to supper, walked off with him, causes. Ma'am," he wagged his finger
an' that's all.
throw'd in at Polly, " 'tain't long since you come
the
may feel like I did then. among us. 'Tain't more'n a day since
Nobody loved me, 'cept our pony you Yold me and others present that
herd, inquirin' piteous for food an' you was marryln' for fun. You laughed
water. Our boys, of course, was drunk at warnings, and this here Jessa would
by then, just sleepin' whar they'd fell, have shot the man who warned him.
You are a lady, and this boy you marso I was desolate as a moonlit
ridin' herd with my night horse ried for fun, is goin' to see you treated
whar Polly's little home glowed lights as a lady. I own he got rattled first
across the prairie. I seen Bull and the shot, missing this tenderfoot's heart,
preacher leave there toward midnight, which ain't up to average practice;
walkin' sort of extravagant into town. but It's time you began to see the
The lights went out. Then times I'd point of the joke."
take some sleep, or times ride herd
They took the tenderfoot away, and
guarding her little house, till the cold we were alone, me watching the pool
came, till the dawn broke, till the sun of red blood turning brown. Polly
sat drumming tunes on the table, her
came up.
It was half past breakfast when I face turned white, staring out through
seen Bull again, on his knees like yes- the window at the noon heat of the
up loud prayers, plains. I remember I took a bottle of
terday,
which made me sick. "Rehearsin'," champagne wine, filled a big goblet,
says he, " 'cause Polly's struck, and and drank It off. It made me laugh to
think ehe'd taught me drinking, so I
I'm to be chief mourner."
He was my only chance of meetin' had another. "I see," says Polly, "I
Miss Polly, when a guy comes butting understand now." At that she began
into our conversation. He'd puffed to scream.
I should have told you, that after
sleeves to his pants, and was all
dressed saucy, standing straddle, aim- our boys of the Flying Zee quit Abiing to Impress. "Oh, whar's my gun?" lene, I pitched a little A tent on the
says Bull.
prairie back of Polly's house. Thar
This person owned to being a gen I could see my ponies at grass, and
tleman, with a strong English accent, snuff the air clear of that stinking
town.
But from the time I moved into the
Ammersmith, but wanted to own an
ack 'ere, don'tcherknow.
house, thar was something disturbing
So Bull lifts up his eyes to Heaven, my nose sqjnething uneasy oh, I
praying, "Oh, don't deliver us from don't know what it was, back of all
temptation yet!" Whereas I confided
with this person about Bull being far
gone in religious mania. I owned Bull
right though, about my bein' a sailor,
timid with 'orses; and he seen for his-sethe way I was riding my Sam
orse somethin' dreadful. Told me I'd
ought to 'old my 'ed 'igh Instead of
It's in toes, down 'eels,
umping.
young feller, an' dfm't be 'ard on the
bally banimal. He'd gimme lessons
only I was frightened, but out aways
from town the ground was softer for
falling, an' I gained courage. Happens
I
Miss Polly's house was opposite.
scrambled down ungainly, shoved a
pebble in along Sam's withers, iand let
this gent explain just how to set an
'unter. You 'olds 'is 'ed,
placin' the 'and on the 'orn of the
saddle, so. Then hup! That pebble
done the rest.
Now, it's partly due to this 'ere en
tertainment, and the diamond ring I
gave her, that Miss Polly began to
perceive me with the naked eye, and It Slued Him Around as He Dropped.
said I might come to supper.
And that evening was most surely house smells, which gave me a sense
wonderful, in a parlor all antimacas of evil, so I could hardly bear to stay
sars and rocker chairs with pink bows. indoors.
Comln' from town one night she'd
There was champagne wine, the little
cigarettes with dreams inside, and a sent mo there I seen a man's shadow
bottle no bigger'n my thumb smellln cross the parlor blind. I fired, miBsing,
blew my head off. a fool's act, for It warned him, and
so fierce it well-nigOh, it was all so elegant and high- - gave him time. The lamp was out betoned that I got proud of being al- fore I reached the houee, and Polly
with some hysterics getting in my
lowed indoors.
Her people was real society, her way.
It wouldn't be sense to show a
poppa an army general, ruined by the
war, her mother prime Virginian. But match guiding the stranger's aim, or
then she'd gone on the stage, so there to stand against a window, or make
sounds. Rather I stood right still, and
was mean suspicions.
I hold suspicion to be a form of after a while Polly surprised hersell
meanness when it touches women. My into a dead silence. I couldn't heai
mother would have shied at naked la that man, or feel, or see him. )
dies, and dad was powerful again ciga- sensed him. Can't explain that no.
rettes. As for the smell, so fierce it You just feel if a man stares hard.
I was fired at that. Then Polly, of course,
had to be bottled, I'll own-ushocked.
Bat then you see mother went off into ajl sorts of fits.
Next morning I tracked blood sign
and dad, an' me being working people,
to the hospital. Seems a young perwas not supposed to feel the
senses which belongs
with son from the bank had took to conjurwealth.
It's not for grade stock like ing and swallowed lead.
It was still before breakfast that
me to set up as judge on thoroughbreds, or call a lady immoral for using told Polly to pack her dunnage, 'cause
a spoon whar I should need a' Bhovel. we was moving out from Abilene. 3
So it happened that in them days, claimed I could earn enough to keei
while I rode guard upon Miss Polly, my wife without her needing to ge
no man In Abilene could speak to her. out Into society.
or mention her name to me until I
"On cow-bopay?" she eaid laughgive him leave. She got to be known ing. "On forty dollars a month? 1
n'

j
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boy astray from the paths
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Yelled "Injuns!" and Stampeded.

tenderfoot, the last bein' made by miss
take. Moreover, we
belonged
to two sects, our outfit, and others of
no account. And in our outfit, this
Jesse person which is me, laid claims
on being best man, having a pair of
gold mounted spurs won at cyards
from Pieface, our old foreman.
I'd
a rolled cantle, double-riCheyenne of
carved leather, and silver horn a
dandy saddle that, first prize for "rope
and tie down" again all comers.
Gun, belt, quirt, bridle, hat, gloves,
everything, my whole kit was silver
mounted and everything in It a trophy of trading, poker, or fighting. Besides my string of ponies I'd Tiger,
an entire black colt I'd broke though
I own he was far from convinced.
Add a good
in my off hind
pocket, and 'd'ye think I'd own up to
them twelve apostles for uncles? D'ye
know what glory is?. Wall, I suppose
it mostly consists of being young.
Time I speak of, our outfit had
turned over three thousand head of
s
to the Circle S and rode
right into Abilene. Thar we was to
take the train for our home ranch
down south, and I hoped to get back
to my dog pup Rockyfeller. And yet
I'd never before been on a railroad,
and dreaded the boys would find out
how scared I was of trains.
I lit in Abilene with a blush, and
just stood rooted while a guy selling
gold watches reads my name graved
on the saddle, and then addresses me
as Mister Smith. Old Pieface, scared
for my morals, did kick this person
sudden and severe, but all the same
that Mister went to my head.
The smell of indoors made my stomach flop right over while we ranged
up brave at the bar for a first drink.
Tne raw rye felt like flames, though
the preserved cherry afloat In it tasted
familiar, like soap. At the same time
the sight of a gambling lay-omade
my pocket twitch, and I'd an inward
conviction telling me this place ain't
good for kids. It's the foreman sent
me off with a message.
I rolled my tail, and curved off with
Tiger to take in the sights of the town.
He shied heaps, and it's curious to
think why he objected to
even to a harm-.lesawnings,
person lying drunk. Then a railroad engine snorted in our face, so
Tiger and me was plumb stampeded
up a little side street. It's thar that
he bucks for all he's worth, because
of a kneeling man with a etraw hat
and a punctured soul, praying abundant. Of course this penitent turned
round to enjoy the bucking nutch
end sure reveals the face of my old
friend, Bull Durham. We hadn't met
for years, so as soon as Tiger was
tired, Bull owned to finding the Lord,
and being stony bnrted, ask if I was
saved. I seen he'd not 'em bad, and
shared' my wad of money level with
him. So ,we hr.d cirars, a pound of
chocolate creams-- an oyster stew, and
he bought a bottle of patent medicine
for his liver. We shared that, and
went on, he walking by my stirrup to
the revival meetings.
This revival was happening at a
barn, so I rode in. Tiger, you see,
needed religion bad, and when people
tried to turn him out, he kicked them.
You should just have heard what tho
preacher told the Lord about me. ami
all the congregation groaned ac ma
ceing so young and fair, with silver
harness, and the hottest prospocU--;ur- -:
as Ploface always said when 1
was late for breakfast.
They had a great big wooden cross
upon the dais, and somehow, I dunno
why, that made me feel ashamed. A
girl in a white dress was singing
"ock of Ages" oh, most beautiful,
her arms thrown round the cross, the
hair about her like a glory.
The sight of girk--i went to my head
like liquor, and this oie was surely
good with her
hair, l:er
cheeks flushed 'cause I stared, her
sulky lips rebuking w hen I tlirowed a
kiss, her yellow-broweyes
Oh, had I really washed behind my
ears?
Suppose I'd uni w-- "
marks! Was my hands I whipped
off my gloves to inquire. That's what's
the matter, sure. Got to make good
before bein' introduced. Got to get a
t
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rrere you iiisis Jesse, who's payin'Toi
this you? Who keeps you, eh, Mis gam to me than peace and wealth oi
Prunes and prisms? Shamed of my mind, for I was humbled to the dual
bein' a lady, eh? I am a lady, too, and of earth, below that dust Ot stars. S4
don't you forget it. And now, git out a very humble thing, not worth, pray
of my home."
ing for, at least I could be master oi
I struck a match to the
oi myself. I rode no more for wages, buj
cut out my ponies from the Lightning
paper flowers, heaped on. the
pictures, the paper fans, the herd, mounted my stud horse WiUIamj
told the boys goodby at Montecellcj
rocker chairs, and elung the coal-olamp into the flames; then while she and then rode slowly north Into thf
tore my shoulder with her teeth,
British possessions. So I come at laaJ
carried her to my tent. "That's youi to this place, an old abandoned ranch
home now," I said, "the home of an 7."here's none so poor In dollars as t
honest working-man,- "
I said, "and it ienvy ragged Jeese, or rich enough U
another tough defiles my home, I'll kill want to rob my home. They saj
there's hidden wealth whar the rain
you,"
g
The
gathered the bow goes to sarth that's whar I Ut
the neighbors, but she had no use foi
neighbors. Only they Been the line
I drew in the dust around that tent
Afterward if any man
the dead-line- .
came near that line, she'd Bcream.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
But she'd taught me to drink, an' 1
drank, day after day, night after night,
while she eat frightened in the tent,
moaning when I came. Only when she
was cured could I get work, not while BRIDGED
THE CHASED
I had to watch all day, all night
She swore she loved me, she vowed
By WILLIAM O. STEVENS.
that she'd repented, and I believed until she claimed religion. I'd seen hei
breed of religion. I'd rather have her
"Yessir, we've been bridgin' the
atheist than shamming. She would bloody chasm today." Flushed with)
keep straight, and be my faithful wife the conviviality of the Blue and Gray
if I'd quit drinking, if I'd only take
a stranger dropped!
her away. But she'd married me for fiaternization,into a chair
at my table!
thumpingly
a joke, and false as a cracked bell in the Monticello cafe.
she'd chime out lines and lies, knowmy name, I'm c'mander)
ing as I knew that if she'd ever been of "Stiggins'
Winslow post up state," he re-- i
the thing 6he claimed, I'd come into
engagingly, "last time I was'
her life too late. How could she be sumed,
down here to Norfolk I helped lr
1
the mother of my children, when
the fust bridgin' of the chasm oni
drank, and sold my ponies to buy record, that's
why I come all tha
liquor, for there was no way out.
to this." My polite look of In--j
And by the time I'd only Tiger left, way
flood gates wide, anoj
one night came Bull to find me Just quiry opened the
as dusk was falling. I was drunk, the story flowed rlpplingly.
"Well, sir, I enlisted l i November,
too, scarce knoving what he said, just
'64, gets my bounty and calls njyselU
a
to
have
shut
and
him
up
telling
drink. Polly's bin hurt? Well, that's Jones. Then right off the cap'n ot oarj
all right have rye Polly's been shot? comp'ny was pickin' on me all tb,e
That's good, we'd all have drinks. Was time. I stood it patient till ond flayl
while I was settin' under a tree on
ehe dead?
picket duty, he come by. Thea I geta
was
dead.
She
And I was sober then as I am now. up easy an' give him a seeker ba thi
jaw. He didn't wake up
pc twq
"Murdered?" I asked.
hours.
herself."
she
shot
"Jesse,
Mr. Stiggins paused to rln fof-a"Is that so?"
"Through the brow above the eyes. other high ball. The place was d
Berted except for a lanky fellow In
Come, Jesse."
Next thing I was standing in the broad felt bat whom I noticed bendln
tent door, and it was so dark inside I over the hotel register aa hour be
had to etrlke a match. The sulphur fore,, and who now seated himself at)
tip burned blue, the wood flared, and the adjoining table with his paper and)
for that moment, bending down, I seen cigar.
"Well, they Jugged me for six
the black dark hole between the eyes,
the smear of drying blood. Then the months, and that prison was whera
match went out, and I that was we bridged the chasm, like I said. It
was an old stone warehouse made
enough.
I gave Bull what I'd left, to pay for over, an' chock fall. The room I was
In 'bout ten by twenty held four
burial.
Then I was riding Tiger all alone, Yankees an' six rebs, with a guard at
with my shadow drawln' slowly out the door. 'Twa'n't long before we got
real friendly, an' right off we begun
ahead aa the moon waned. '
layin' plans for escape. We all wanted to git out, an' that was what CarCHAPTER V.
roty called our bond of union. CarThe Burning Bush.
roty we called him that because
flannel-shir- t
hair was" a real
Among the Indians, before a boy
gets rated warrior, he goes alone- afoot, smart Johnny Reb from a South Caronaked, starvin' thirsty, way off to the lina regiment sent up with the other
back side of the desert. Thar h& Just prisoners from Roanoke. He was a.
waits, suns, weeks, maybe a whale spy and he was crazy to git out; uster
moon, till the Big Sp'rit happens to talk looney 'bout his wife an' kids.
catch his eye. Then the Big Spirit
"Now, he'd smuggled in a littles
shows him a stick, or a stone, or any Sheffield knife, an' when be fount)
sort of triflln' common thing, which that In the scuffle Of gitting me la
is to be his medicine, his wampum, they'd left my jack: knife, he almosU
the charm which, guards him, hunt whooped. I give It to him an' he took;
it oft in a corner. Then, settin' myi
ing, or In war.
Among them Bible Indians you'll re- blade against his blade, he pounded
member a feller called Moses, out at with a loose brick till he'd
the back side of the desert, seen the his'n. Next he saws on the iron barj
In the window. It took four days tot
Big Spirit in a burning bueh. Late
his tribe Bet up a medicine lodge, and git through, an' while he sawed he hacl
us all round him singin' to cover tha
the hull story's mighty natural.
This Indian life explains a lot to squeaMn,' the Rebs whoopln Bonnie
men like me.
Blue Flag an' we four yellin Red.
Many find peace in death, only a White an' Blue. The day guard was
few in life, and I found peace thar in a Dutchman, an' the noise give him
the wilderness, the very medicine of such fits he kep' as fur from the door;
torn souls, fresh from the hand of the as he dared an' plugged his ears.
"Now, I was the strongest in the
Almighty Father.
And I found wealth. Seems there's bunch by a whole lot, an' when Car- many persons mistaking dollars, for roty gone clean through he says, 'Stig- some sort of wealth. I've had a few gins' he fouu' Jones wa'n't my reai
at times by way of samples, the things name 'Stigius, we need your biceps
which you're apt to be selfish with, on that bar, an' only one man can git
or give away to buy
a holt to once. The next cloudy;
Reckoning with them projuces the night, when the guard walks up the,
feeling called poverty.
They're the corridor, you bend the bar out, and aaj
very stuff and substance of meanness, I'm the only death sentence here, I'll
and no man walks straight-loaded- .
skip out first; then you pull it back j
Dollars gets lost, or throwed awcy so's you can hang a coat over it when j
or left to your next of kin, but they're he comes past again. Keep braciu' 16
I till you let 'em all out.' You see, het
not a good and lasting possession.
like 'em, too.
cariated i d git out last.
I found peace, I found wealth, y( .
Bout two o'clock I gits up puiet an',
and found something more thar in i'. j takin' good holt, bent the bar an"1
wilderness. Sweet as the cactus f
braced it with my foot till I coul3
in blossom down Salt River ij jes' squeeze out aidgewise. Then I
that big memory.
drops onto the flat roof of the nex
It was after I'd found the tha;" buildin' an' makes tracks tot Ports'
of happy solitude. I'd gone to work mouth. Nex mornin early I Jump ou
nll v. aa, train
then for the Bar Y outfit, breaking tV,
luo tail
uaiu niwln
iiijiu. fn.l,W
j.u,,vu,'
the Lightning colts. We was cut a men, an In four days I was In Pltys-- few weeks from home, taking an out burgh enllBtln' again an' gettla. ui- fit of ponies as far as the Mesa Abah
i
other bounty.
and one night camped at the very rir
"Carroty? Oh, early nex' morning
rock of the Grand Canyon. The N
they foun' pie gone an' the fcnsyedj
vajo Indians was peevish, the cam-dr- y, slat in the winder; so they give ya-v-i
grass scant, herd in a rafiis'j roty time to write heme an Akoi
(
mood, and night come sudden.
him."
I'd just relieved a man to get hi.
Up rose our neighbor, threw off? hii
supper, and rode herd wide alert. I hat, and leaning his hands on our ta
scented the camp smoke, saw the ble, looked Stiggins in the eye. X no
spark of fire glow on the boys at rest, tlced then, that his hair was b(i'igh$
and heard their peaceful talk hushed red. But Stiggins fell back with wild,
in the big night. They seemed euch bloodshot eyes. "Carroty," he whis
triflla' critters full of fuss since dawn, pered hoarsely.
so small as insects at the edsa cl
"No, Carroty's son; stranger," turn
nothin', while for miles benea'h ui; ing to me, "for ten years I've attendedl
war encampments looKlng for this man.
that old, old wolfy Colorado
playing the Grand Canyon like a fid- and I reckon III take nd Interferdler.
But the river in the canyon ence. If you don't get right r "
seemed no more than trickle in 8 to the shapeless huddle la tl.-- . '
crack, bushed by the night, while over- "HI do the trick right hyah." A .
head the mighty blazing stars
mnt, barrel flashed from his pocVet, "T
swing, and drive, rode herd on the I'd rather not mesa up the floor f 1
milky way. And that seemed no more can help it."
s
than
'Tor God's sake, man," I
driving stock. Would
iGod turn His head to see His sta, aghast, but he swept me aui'3
'
jherda pass, or notice our earth lik, acingly. Then he collared !'prisoner and thrust biifl on.
isome lame calf halting in tbe rtur?
midnight.
And what am I, then?
s.
(Copyright by Daily Story .,
That was my great lesson, mor
bo-ka-y
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Light
o'clock

automobile
this eveuing.

lamps at ,8:Ul

Try a dram ot Oia Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Beautiful $25:00 ; Hornless SymphoSsf Talking
Machines to customers of
our store. Come in and

Attend Bacharach's backward
r
off on all
sale.
garments.

eea-Bo- n

Finch's Goldei Wedding rtye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ttfbby, of course.
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THERE IS NO LYE IN. THE CAN
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Mrs. F. R. Lord will entertain to
morrow afternoon at a bridge party
in. honor of her sister, Mrs. A. A.
Jones, who will leave soon for Wash
ington with Mr. Jones, who is first
assistant secretary of the interior
Mrs. Jones is to be entertained by
several other Las Vegas ladies before
her departure.

LYE-PEELE-

you want the hignest
quality in canned fruits

At

i

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN W&GON

TENTS AND CAMPING

FITS

"

The Modern
and the Royal
social session
the Woodmen

be given tonight at the Castaneda
hotel by the business men of Las Vegas. Between GO and 75 of the friends
of Mr. (Tones will be present. An invitation was extended to Governor
William C. McDonald and Secretary
of State Antonio Lucero to be present, and it is likely they will arrive
in time for the spread. They repliQ1
to the invitation by stating that they
would be here if it were possible for
them to do so.
The banquet is to be the most brilliant affair that has occurred in Las
Vegas for many months. The
promises a wonderful feed,
and there will be an oratorical feast
of great merit. The banquet will begin at 8:30 o'clock. Music will be given during the serving of the courses
The comby an excellent orchestra.
mittee in charge of the affair has
made every provision to make the af-

SPRING

in

Norfolks and Two
and Three Button

Sacks.

OUT-

Norfolk No. 4

RENT OH SALE

AT

Opposite the. Y. M. C.

& Co.

Sole Agents

The Store of the Best of Everythino Eatable
When in need of Bakery Goods such as

read, Broils, Cookies,
Pies, Cakes, Macaroons,
Vanilla Wafers, Doughnuts, Fried Cadtes, Cir
namon R.olIs, etc.,
We have them fresh every day.

THE GRAAF & 11AYWARD COMPANY

See

them before we

a.re broken In sizes'.

GREENBERGER

A.

THE REGAL SHOE MAN
HISS TILLMAN

AND ED.

THIAS TO f5E HARRIED

a

Woodmen of America
Neighbors will hold a
tomorrow evening in
of the WToiid hail on
Sixth street. The state deputy of the
fair highly enjoyable.
Royal Neighbors, Mrs. Chivet, will be
Las Vegans appreciate the honor
All
of
Wood
members
the
present.
which
has been conferred upon this
men or the sister lodge are invited
the selection of one of Its
by
city
to be present.
prominent citizens for such an impro-tpn- t
cabinet position aa first assistSecretary W. H. Stark of the Commercial club has a number of pack- ant secretary of the Interior. This
ages of feed sorghum which he will feeling of pride and appreciation was
distribute to all farmers who wi'il shown at the smoker and reception
call at the club for the seed. This given for Mr. Jones in the Commersorghum is named Freed sorghum cial club rooms Tuesday night. The
and was originated By a man by the affair tonight will be reiteration of
name of Freed. It Hs on the usual the good wishes and congratulations
order of feed sorghum and Is a good to Mr, Jones upon that occasion.
Judge David J. Leahy will officiate
crop for fodder.
as toastmaster. Judge Leahy will inThe following civij, service exami troduce Colonel R. E. Twitchell, O.
nations will be held in this city on the A. Larrazolo, William J. Lutas, F. O.
dates mentioned: July 2 Veterina- Blood, George H. Kinkel, J. D. Hand,
rian (male) salary $1,400 per annum; Harry W. Kelly and A. T. Rogers, Jr..
to appropriate
laboratory aid and engineer (male) who will respond
toasts.
Mr.
will
Jones
make an ad
to
$900; medical interne,
salary $800
Government Hospital for the Inssne, dress at the conclusion of the other
salary $900 per annum; photographer speeches.
The committee in charge attempted
for plant specimens (male) salary
Mechanician to see every business and professional
$720 to $840.
July
and laboratory assistant (male), salary man in the city and give them an
to $1,400;
hulP draftsman opportunity to attend the banquet. On
$1,000
(male) salary $1,200 to $1,500. July account of the shortness of the time
were sent
16 Library cataloguer, salary $75 per available, no invitations
month. All other information may be out. If there are any who wish to
obtained from J. R. Lowe at the local attend the banquet who have not made
arangements to do so, accommodapostoffice.
tions can be secured for a few addian- tional guests by telephoning to George
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau
nounced this afternoon that he had A. Fleming before 7 o'clock., this
postponed his departure for his vacation trip to New York state until
Monday of next week.. There will be
the regular services with sermon at MISS
IS
Temple Montefiore on Friday even
ing. The public is cordially invited.
BRIDE OF W. MGHANTS
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock will oc
cur the closing exercises of1 the religious School of Congregation Monte- FOPULAR
YOUNG COUPLE LEAVE
fiore.
Prizes will be presented to
FOR
CEREMONY
AFTER
meritorious pupils. Charles llfeld will
TRIP TO CALIFORNIA.
have charge of the awards. On his
vacation trip Dr. Landau expects to
Yesterday evening at 7:30 o'clock
visit several important cities in New
at the home of the bride on Third
York." He will' Join Mrs. Landau, v ho
street, Miss Hattie Heineman and
left Some time- - ago. Dr.-anMrs. Mr. Wolfe
Morants were united in
Landau will return to Las Vegas early
marriage by Dr.. Jacob .Landau. The
next autumn. '
ceremony was impressive and was
attended on'iy by the immediate
Yesterday morning, while crossing friends of the family. A wedding
the Rio Galllnas near the Las Vegas reception followed the ceremony and
Roller Mil'is, the wagon owned by was attended1 by about 75 of the
the Las Vegas Light and Power com- friends of Mr. and Mrs. Morants.
pany was overturned in the river,
The happy couple left last night
which had risen to an unusual depth. for their honeymoon trip, which will
The accident was caused by the include a visit In California. They
horse. The animal, when he reached expect to be away for several weeks
the middle of the stream, suddenly and will be at home to their friends
decided that he had gone far enough in Las Vegas when they return. Mrs.
and stopped. The strong pressure of Morants is the daughter of Mrs. J.
the high water at once turned the Heineman. Mr. Morants is the wire
wagon over and distributed the tools chief for the New Mexico division
in the vehicle all over the river bot- of the Santa Fe. The couple have
tom. ' Tiffany and Idler, who were many friends here.
driving the wagon, escaped injury
and released the horse. It was necessary to call an express team to pul'i
the wagon from the river. Manager
TOMORROW
f
W. P. Southard is thinking seriously
4
at the Y. M. C. A.
of sending a telegram to the residents near the Gulf of Mexico informing them to look out for some
Business men's class 5:30 o'clock.
electrical tools.

P

J!

THE ROSENTHAL

CEREMONY . UNITING
POPULAR
YOUNG PEOPLE WILL OCCUR THIS AFTERNOON.

This evening at 5 o'clock at the
Residence of Rev. E. C. Anderson,
pastor of the First Methodist church,
will occur the wedding of Miss Merle
Tillman and Edward W. Thias. The
ceremony will be simple and will be
witnessed by Mrs. Cora A. Tillman
and Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Til'iman, respectively mother, brother and.
in-law
of the bride. The couple
will leave this evening for California.
They will reside in Los Angeles,
where Mr.., Thias is connected with
a big jewelry firm.
Miss Tillman spent several montns
here last year, during which time
she made the acquaintance of Mr.
Thias. She returned 'iast summer to
her home in Marcelfne, Mo., and
shortly afterwards Mr. Thias went
to California, locating in Los Anr
geles,
Some time ago it was lea.rned here
that the couple were engaged and
were to meet in Las Vegas to be married. Miss Tillman arrived here a
few days &gos accompanied by her
mother, and has been the guest of
her brother, A. D. Tillman, 820 Grand
avenue. Mr. Thias arrived last ntgtit
from California.
Both of the youny people are popular here. Mr. Thias came here several years ago from Loulsvi'ile, Ky
He spent two years in the moun
tains, residing at Hermit's lodge. In
the fall of 1911 he entered' the employ of Robert J. Taupert, with whom
he remained until June of last year,
when he went to California.

For Bsby's Comfort and Mother's Convenience
Here is the only conveyance designed for the baby that will absolutely
permit the mother to take her child everywhere. Shopping, calling, visit
ing, riding on cars, trains, or elevators, it makes no difference where
you go or how you go, the baby need never be lifted out. The

mi

it a combined Wheeler, Carrier, Bassinet and Jumper. It
can be pushed or pulled, carried on tbe arm or will stand
alone can't topple over. Can be changed from a wheeler
to a carrier or chair in an Instant. 6imply null a cord
settles gently to the ground with the wheels out
of sight and out of the way. No complicated mechanism
to get out of order works so simply and easily that any
frown child can do it. Cetnc and examine It yourself,

sister--

Shown far the first time
in Las Vegas
Exclusive Local Agents

Another Bcxrgeun
The fine residence of J. K. Martin, No. 1005 Grand Avenue,
has been placed iri
for sale at a very low price owing
to the family leaving: the city.
our-hand-

s

THIS ftSUST BE SOLD A TO SICE
For price and terms see

The Investment and Agency Corporation
Pres. and Mgr.

GEO. A. FLEMING,

tilt.

A

Subscribe for The Optic.

'

CRYSTAL BUTTER

HERAN

call on us.

Stylish
f High Grade,SUITS

THElSTrtrtM

,

Gross, Kelly

FOR

&

Marxand L System

ll

BANQUET IN HONOR

3

to

Hart Schafftier

Porch Furniure, Vudor
Porch Shades, Reclining Chairs. Hammocks, Croquet Sets,
Fishing Tackle, Base-BaGoods (Reach's,)
Tennis Rackets and
Balls.Thermos Bottles
and Fillers.

,

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

Insist on "Hunts"

of

iABOUT'

"HARVEY'S"

male members of the Buen
Tiempo club are requested not to
overlook the meeting of the club that
is to be held tomorrow night at the
Commercial club. Business of importance to the club will be

Quality-Delici- ous

The Ladies' Aid society of the EaBt
Side Catholic church rill meet in
the O. R. C. hall tonight. All members are requested to be present, as
business of importance will be

We have a full line

n

Rous-selle-

8

Highest In

TALK TO US

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Reinian are the
'Old management; old rates. Carparents of a baby son born to them riage out every Saturday. Leave orrecently at their home.
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.

A'll

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

The Knights of Columbus will hold
a regular meeting this evening in the
O. R. C. hall. All members are urged
to be present, as business of importance will be transacted.

A marriage license was issued this
moning to Nestora Benavidez, aged
1G, of San Isidro, and Bias Gurule: BUSINESS MEN OF THE CITY WILL
aged 24, of Canoncito.
TOAST ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF THE INTERIOR
A marriage license was issued this
morning at the court house to Roy
First Assistant Secretary of the InF. Robinson, aged 27, and May
terior A. A, Jones, of this city, will
aged 24, both of Albuquerque. be guest of honor at a banquet to

STEARNS STORE

QUALITY

12, 1913.

OF JONES TONIGHT

Let Us Show You

"UTS

JUNE

ready-to-wea-

3

A dr.

i

DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

A

ITARY

-

-

IS MADE FROM

PAS T E UHIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR

BAKERY GOODS

GROCER.

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

TOE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE

Better Milk For a Better Town
a.re hea.d
quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
We

1

1

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWRFRRIFUNfl
Ring in the new correct ones.

I CHERRIES EVERY OAY

C.D.BOUCHE

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The CbrSidt Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

i

PHONE

M4IN 4 and 2

Las Vegas, New Mex
M.
4
Time
A.
2 P. M.
and
Milking
U

